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AN OVERVIEW OF THE EUCLID CENTRAL JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
MULISH CURRICULUK ',••':. - '''' ..: 

The ingliiii currienalum at Euclid Centriii'luitiof High -' School-4mile with all 
the aspects of learning that are generally -!:Mips:. Wider; the broad" ritlelof 
language arts, Ink its major-emphasis is 'the:deireloPeksir of the:studentlif 
ability' to read and analyze' independently. .. ;Tolie:Complish7 thii :pUrpols, :the 
curriculum is organised arounCeighe.mejor fisPhases: 

1. Thematic units arebised on concepts which are which are widely aPpticafite to 
our 

10 
underatanding: the, literature of 'culture. •• '' 4

2. The•study of:the/m 01dt' is side meaningful to the stufenta.by .- 
selecting works of high interest and by relating the principles' 
to the experience:Of Lthe student. I

3. The unit concepts d develope inductively in order to involve 
the students in the process of thinking rather than the memorise- 
tici.of facts. 

4. The Unit develops stUdint independenie by gradually weaning him 
from teacher direction,. . 

5. %The Unit 'atriictiaie takes use' Of; small?groUp work 'Within the class 
-to4ive the student friecke frqs/ the•;teacher,. peer support, and 
anoPportunity':tc/i.verbilise his, ideas; ''',' ':. ' .'5

6. The curriculum"idapte to individual 'etude/it needs' bir; Offering . 
-1 . 	three tridti4=remedial,.. average, :t'Ind gifted ;iinci by:offering works 

- 	' of !venting degrees of difficulty within-each class.'''' 
7.• • Evaluation ii. based on• -the.  student' e ability ..to apply unit concepts 

) 	,:iteit problem eituatifins.1. 11 -.' .; " ! 	 ' 	' 
'  5. The: clirrieulait ire/into the imiCepts in'.4 . 1tructured pattern in 

.1i 

...j  : •, ' which the learning:Of previons.  rite for, 	„ 	am .basis for the units 
•., . 	...  
, 	. 	Which follew • 		- 	 ,... 

4.1 	
		. 			 	: 		

The cutriculuin•also deals with the 'many otheit kinds of learning that our 
educational system.gtoups under the rubric English„';, .2 

',•; 1. Students seriously disad*Intagad in the basic ,skills of reading and 
writing are gtouped in remedial classes.„ 

7  2. Zomposition both. expository end, creativeris managed as an integral 
part of each unit; 		,., 

3. Research and study skills arealso developed within the unit frame-, 
 1-;work. •  . 1. f 	

4. The semantic and persuasive aspects of language are developed in 
•

special semantics units. 	 .. 
5. Grammar and Usage are treated ip'istifiarate Unite.; of language:.atlidis 

and in relation to composition. 	' 	
6. Student publicationt .are widely::dseCto promote, etudent:ftideand.• 

ability in,  compositiOn. rOni :issue 'of: the school ipsespaper lar 'prOT ' 
duced by each ninth :grade clati4 :-.;*' • • • • 	: 7 	

• 	 . 		- 			. 	r-- 	' 			 	

w
I 	

The follo ing two 
, 

pegs, indicaie.the topint'Of'3hi*nits rand the major 
works the students road. Etch Weser/11# lilsO inCledes:a.bibliography from 
vhich the Students stlict.at: least one.book-te•read_enCenalyte independently. 



An English Curriculum for Average Students 
Euclid Central Junior High School 

Euclid, Ohio 44117 
O 

1964-65 

SEVENTH GRADE ;•,_. 
I. Semantics 
II. Morphology _ 
III. Definition and'tylotOgy- t , • 
IV. Animal Stories • 

A. &Mei /AWE0 • 
B. Da 	the Vita 
co  out an& 	. 
D. 2,14 	 
E. Short stories and poetry 

V. Man and His Physical Eneimmmaim
A. Maims Sam I 	•- c
B. Ega-likk 
C. Thq Ms. III 
D. Short stories and poetry 

VI. Courage 
A. Death  BgNot Prud  I 
Bo Di Risatz at a 	cia.:E
C. Shane  III 	
D. One-act plays 
E. Short stories and poetry 

VII. Man and Nature 
A. American Indian myths 
B. Greek myths 
C. Biblical passages 

2. Genesis 
D. Poetry and essays 

1. "Almanac for Moderns" 
2. Selections from Pope's 

"Essay on Man" and 
Emerson's "Nature" 

EIGHTH GRADE 
• Revieir of Writing Mechanics 

Syntax c:  
• "Dialects 	. 4.0 

A. "111-Nit it Wee, Was Football"- .,_ 
(record) 

r B, "Dialects" 011z0 

Semantics.- "Propaganda Techniques" 
- (film) 

W. V. DefinitIOn 
- 'Characterisation 

A. "Developing Your Character" (fil
B. ."The Man Without a Country" 
C. .."The - Man without A Country" (film
D. '4Short stories, poetry, and short 

prose selections 
L - 

111.14 Coming Of.:  Age. 	
A. ;j4h8ms0:. ,Tremai 
B. 'The Member  of Ve. ,Wedding;  I (play)
C. 'lliread" II (play) 
D. "Inside a Kid's Head" III (play) 
E. Short stories 
Justice 
A. LIALWOlf 
B. Short stories and poetry 

NINTH GRADE  
Semantics 
Change in Language - Biblical pas- 
sages in Old, Middle, and Modern 
English 
Producing a Newspaper 
• Survival- 
A. Di Mtn OverSim River, Kvai I 
-Bt 	re Nuns Story II 
C. Men Against the Sex. III 
D. Short stories and plays 

m) V. Culture 
A4, Am and the Mg at Siam I 

) B. j 	Good.Earth II 
q. 	Light in the Forest III 
D. Anything  cm Happen, IV 
E. Short Stories 

VI. The Outcast and the Group 
A. To Lill a Mockingbird 

 B. The Hunchback of Notre Dame(film) 
C. "The Lottery" 
D. Short stories 

VII. Social Protest 
A. Magazine articles and essays 
B. American folk songs (records) 

1. "All-Star Hootenanny" 
2. "Songs by Pete Seeger" 

C. Short stories and poetry 
VIII. Symbolism 

A. The Pearl 
B. "The Butterfly" 
C. Poetry and fables 
D. Biblical parables 

(Most units also include a bibliography from which each student selects an additional novel.) 



An English:Curriculum for Honors Studentel' 
• Euclid.Central Junior High School. , 

Euclid, Ohio 44117. 
1964-65 

SEVENTH MADE  
1. Semantits 
II. Allegory and Symbolism 

A. Fables 
B. Short stories and poetry 

III. Courage 
A. Short stories and poetry 
B. "The Raid" 
C. At 	 7 
D. Pelkth, M  MI Proud 

IV. Justice 
A. Short stories by Poe and Oth
B. "The Hound of the Baakervill
C. IbLINOrchant.of Venice  
D. :Records 

1. "Billy Budd" 
2. "Edgar Allan Poe - Tales

of Terror" 
3. "The Merchant of Venice"

V. The Physical Environment: Man 
Nature 
A. Legends and myths 
B. Short stories and poems 
C. Folk tales). 
D. Selections from the Bible an

Ala den 
E. 3},g Call of gm 11114 
F.. ,Robinson Crutwe  

VI. Morphology 
VII. Definition and Etymology 

. • EIGHTH GRADE 
Semantics 
Allegory and Symbolism 
A. 	Fables and poetry 
B. Allestor4 of tM Cave 
C.Elm Arthur, oud 3 	Gavain 
D.  Twelfth tight 
B. "Love" 
F.  itmand the Se 
.Satire 
A. Selected prose poems and fables 

ert,. B. Al4m41  /AIM 
ea!:!-: :  C. H.M.S.  EIB02Lt 

IV, Man 
A. Seleeted.stories, poems and 

 essays 
B. Great gestations  

 C. 	psisin  la the Sun 
and . 1:4 Bibliography 

Man and  Culture 
A. :Selected stbites and essays 

e Good d
u. LULU  in the Forest 

d D. Bibliography 

VI. The Uses of Power . . 
A. Selected short stories 
B. Richard 
C. The Test  
D. 'Bibliography 

VII. Syntax = 
VIII.. Dialeits.jtogRiLim 

NINTH GRADE 
I. 	Semantics 

Allegory and Symbolism 
A. Selected Poems 
B.  The 	i 	of the Antilvat.  partner 
C.  Selections from essays 
D. Everyman 
E.  lendlalfteLFlies 
F. The Pearl 

III, The Mythic Hero 
A. Various heroic myths 
B. Fairy tales 
C. Folk tales 
D. Isecnoulf,  

IV. The-Epic.Hero 
A. ja Cid 
L.  immigRoland 
C. Ds...Odyssey  

V. The Tragic Hero 
A. °edit:cola 
11:•-z.11. Faustus  
C:: in Enesiyidlampeople  

VI. The Comic Hero  
A. ilaClouds 
B. The Importance of Boing Earnest 

VII. The Ironic Hero (Protest) 
A. Various essays 
B. the jungle  

VIII. Satire 
A. Selected poems and prose 
B. Huckleberry Finn 

1.1. Change in the English Language 
X. The Newspaper 

https://11:�-z.11


THE THEME-IDONCEPT UNTTITN LITERATURE 
by George Hillocks, Jr. 

What is the value of the thematic unit? Does the unit have any basis of 
organization other than the theme? Does the unit treat problems which will arise 
in the student's later reading and thereby provide a basis for making inferences 
when the problems do arise? Does the unit systematically develop skill in reading, 
especially in making inferences involving the theme or concept? If the answers 
to these questions are negative, then the thematic unit is little better than the 
older grouping of short stories, poems, and plays, or than a simple linear move-
ment from one work to anothel: with little or no ccnnection of any kind between 
the works. The following suggested thematic unit framework is a method of teacbing 
the reading of literature which insures both the development of fruitful concepts 
and the application of these concepts to several works. 

The unit can be divided into six major sections 1) development of the con-
cept, 2) application of the concept under the guidance of the teacher, 3) revision 
of the concept, 4) application of the concept by small groups of students without 
direct teacher supervision, 5) application of the concept by individual students 
without teacher guidance, and 6) composition. 

1) Development of the Concept or Theme: The theme and concepts are of cen-
tral importance to the unit. The theme must be selected for its potential interest 
to the student, for its productivity, and for its importance to the understanding 
of literature. 

Student interest in the theme will necessarily depend upon several factors: 
the student, the theme, the handling of the unit in class, and the materials used 
in the unit. If the mmo and/or concept of the unit is too abstract or complex, 
the student's interest will lag, out of frustration. The reluctLat student must 
have materials that are already of interest to him, while the bright student is 
interested or becomes interested in a wide variety of materials. While the stow, 
average student may be frustrated in dealing with abstractions for which the con-
crete examples are unfamiliar, the bright student characteristically likes to 
play with and argue about abstractions. The extent of student involvement All 
account for much of the degree of interest in the unit. If students do some of 
the planning, develop the concepts, and apply the concepts to materials themselves, 
if there is a maximum of student participation and a minimum of teacher direction, 
student interest is likely to remain high. 

The second criteria, a productive theme or concept, is one which continues 
to reveal new aspects and ramifications of itself as well as those things to which 
it is applied. The theme of survival, for instance, is productive in that it in-
volves a multitude of phases and can be applied to a number of situations. A 
thema such as railroads is less productive unless it could be extended to include 
the effects of industrialization on modern man. 

The third criteria is the importance of the theme to the understanding of 
literature. A theme such as "survival" which might examine the moral values of 
the, characters and their reactions to critical  situations will be of use in the 
ulderstanding of literary characters and situations of conflict in general. 

The concept or theme development may begin	in several ways: from the., stu-
dent's own experienct, from specially selected readings, or from the resetrch 
planned and executed by the student. A unit dealing with the theme of courage 
might capitalize on the student's ideas and experiences. A series of question& 
about the nature of courage or a series of problematic situations followed by 
questions can serve both as an introduction to the unit and as 4 stimulant for 
the formulation of an extended definition of courage. What is courage? When is 
a man courageous? Is he courageous only in the face of physical threats? Is 
he courageous if his primary motivation is to obtain the high regard of others? 
Is he courageous if his heroism endangers the liges of others? When a few ques-
tions such as these have been discussed, the students may wish to invent some 
problematic situations of their own for class di3cussion. If the discussion has 
been preceded by the writing of a definition both teacher and students may now 
wish to revise it. If not, it is time to formulate a definition. 



When the unit concepts are to be derived,from.Teading, the. tech of 
comparison and contrast are of extreme imiortince,and,in_the instance of tragedy, 
should be used in examining , he nature of:the.ttagic'hero, hiO.Cheracteiv his l , 
struggle, the plot acticia.;, 	universe suggested by the author, the .iitti . 
tude of the author . toward, his •Subjett,_ ae well. as other siements,;Titil tO ;tratedy: -
When all of these have been Considered, the Student. 14 'readi,  both. to lane and - 
to "split." He should lake generalizations caesTalair tragedi,buC04,.withOntr , 
suggesting contrasts._ Ifr  the. procese.hts .seen luccessful,.then,thketUdent 142„ 
ready to apply his fOrmulaiitth ottragedy't4 Work 	f*noCsOObifiO4slt 4. , 
tragedy.. 	. 

, .0 

1 r, 
Some unite may be initiated with student planning enalibrary reading. Iror 

instance, in a unit on the literature of protest, the teacher'may begin by rug-,, , 
gesting that much haabeen written to protest poor social anckeconomic.aonditions 
and their effects on people.., The teacher may allow the claakto.decid0ow they,. 
wish to learn about such literature. The itudentik,ibay approiCk Oa: problem by 
first reading articles which 	problems such as. slum',arease  , **Galli% 
labor practices, the,;, *blurs of.' *segregation, and. the' canoes; of juveniii 	„ 
quency. After .such•  reading they are much better. prepared; to., approach„ fiction 
dealing with itiese problems. 

2) Application of the Concept under,Lthe-Guidance,of,00:teaChor: Afteithe 
concept, has been IntiOduCed and .tentatively foxinlate4;:ihOroblem-for. thOto  
dent is to exPlore a specific:/iterari work, in termapOhe concept. In'a unit 
dealing with reourage, for...instance, Alta** !tight.  'twit a group of short* stories 
in which *.Characttra display various. ;aspects of .coUtago or,laCk pf -it' In a • 
wide variety ;of rsituationsi.,..lao .,TO1Stoy, ,fOr•Oas' 	'Wrotii etciry ' called "The . 
Raid" -which; he 'intended 'aos a study Of courage, and in which:he-  deals with' the:,  • • 
Platonice•COciPtion CoUrage. 	:;this 	itOrY various' 'cherectere- 
react 'in;:.different ways in•the limesituationii ;Each 	kind Of coutaii 
or lack 	 itticte,is .can move' . from '41  story suck .,as .414 Raid" *IS 
ene1F4es:;00,aga . tOone jin which ̀,:courage is,:importanti but which diaplays the 
traditiOnal 	 (;cicsirage; .The student's 'attention' can -then be directed . • 
to the - differences	-in, the authoes 'epproach.. 	 Of.pOss#.  might be 
selected to dettOnstrait:OOoraget'in ,situations 'which 'Ate iultPrilarilY• physical 

• .0444 , io WhiCha  the 	 liayChOlogiCai, _Or intelieetual; Care!. 
ful asidnitipti Oreuth storita 411/ 144' to re•eyeltation'of the *igiswit 
definition 'dsiiielopee,:ty";the 	
inv011edOnif the 'c:Onve4ional'iatereotypes 

	
eineif", their: detili,tiqn, word 

'Of 
In``a unit'dealing iiritit'trigedy, the lingtik`Of 'eny' One' tiggedr4MplAides 'tile 

application o., the, concept to more than one or, 	 The 00,44 of  
or *tole which' is not clearly 'tragic Selmer; tt:!`e.lilost'prollUctive because 
dent le, placed in: a,. lioniticti;40040.: forco4:h tO'ri'aluete' through';`0OkiaritOnienti  , 
contra-et:, la eicamining a: Pile such ai Itsto6rifigigi:06: itude4 ;taiSe:;coaii 
eider piiebteine, Stich as the f011oirings." 	thi,play atragedyt 'Izi whatrray;i1 
the play t-S0c1;  TA, 	 not tragic? • 44, does lonaiit differ: fi'om, the 
classical tragic' hero Of: Cre4,.. end Elitabethan 1418,071., 1_10i US'
of the dramatist *Used sjaCe_Elistibethin:, 	 does _the  use ,Of  
falling got' aCtioni  of tragedy fora herd' 	JOUiss re;eal aboUtft  thistbdern.„„ 
concepts of man. ,and, of4itragoiy! In short,  .the etudent,e„thinking ahould  FOCUS 
on 'how. meiciinkia revealed in 	 4,1.08 	; of 
form in pease brOad,..ehOugh to Include, artstiOrei,Spdtchar;aiii,,,, 
of the kern 'ende.the„liorek. untierie: Op cte 

1n :the, 	 iith,..thii'litcratitte prOtilat„,aftei ,rreaciiragi 
protest against Variant kildi .'of 'toad Lille,: the etudene,-atedid be•.confront.4 14 with the problem of discovering how,protest 14-A(1004d 	fiction 'Poetry. . 
For instance; the stUdintd maybe asked to alaiyai ypt6a 
with ',.tigard.•tO"tha eatiieej aind.iiialtifestations of saiciat 'tile; 4 04tUdenti
should:810;1.mm, 	* tottftht 	- and 
trait :to thi;*araiditiy. described evil. 	 		

 tontip4 Whate4r the 	Can isiereoliiiitliettiiii 

https://should:810;1.mm


point or some other point in the unit, or the teacher
	

 and class ma deecid ` that no 
revision is necessary. The' unit on courage leads naturally .  to raition 'the defi-
nition of tragedy 'developed by' the students., can be revised in light of short essays 
written* by established critics such as those in the Signet volume Eight  treaty Treee7.  '
dies: The unit on theliterature, of Protest .probably demands t buildius of he "
second concept concerned with 	a' writer of fiCtiOn'iOn4,41 hii prokeit. .,‘ 

Explicit provision for revising doei not imply` that revision need-  tak pl'anie 
only once., Ideally,.-raision'shOuld be a 'continual'prOcess and any conc ep p whiOt , 
does not lend itself 	continual 	and whose 'outer limiti may be resiaied1 
quickly and without effort is probably not able to support a unit. Such limited',
concepts tend to stagnate and fail to offer either the.  teaCher or the'Cleseki eh 

	- 	insights.  • 	 • 

(4) • Application of the cOncePt by 	GrouPs: Thera 'are threeiiiinifiCalitt 4  
reasons for analysis of :material by small 'groups of students. • r' 

First, the divisiOn'of .the class into small' groups ieduCei the limbintrof 
sistance 'thet. can, be offered by the teacher but, increases the reapkineibiliti.  CI' 
the student, ' The student can.  no longer ' rely completely' on the' teacher, lini lie (4  
the same time,' fie•iii not cast' cOmpletely• adrift; hiCaretiii.rely 
ance of his fellow students.,  

Second, the smelt, group situation is highly motivational'. The questions 'pre 
f:' 

asked, and the Problems are raised by students who alone are responsible for answers'
and sollitiOns.", , Nearly airy' student in small :group' lyceum involved:in -rdiscue  
aim, while 'in' •teacher4ed 	 only, ieferei. etudents.  become eiti#ly` 
involved.' Ina,: small 'group, many of 'the inhibitions to 'class reePenee..ard'ielegised; 
there is no aUthOrity figure'`to criticise; only a few,people . Cen 	 ' 
dent is not likely to-be overawed by thoie•beiConsiders his peer* 
of course, this technique . breaks: themOnotony'Othe teacher4ed; 

Third, use of..the, small' group'enables .the:teacher 
for differences in .ability. ;It would he .absurd te`eesume that;it 
find material suited 	 neede of 'Oery4 60dent n the ;class =to find, 
for instance,; thirty;  poems 	;the.-eeme.  :thole ,ranked 	gradatiOne: of :diffi-. 
culty. 	eometimee,frnstrating:to find poeme':on 	levels'OrdiffiCUlty ) when . 
there ia.,1 ..cOncomitantiteed .for 'the Poenui"-tO have a, particular coeltiOri:thire.,.1:  0 
task, however; :is "not: ilpostiible.,• 'And the..patient:seeker 'whOfinds-•'thrie.,pr..f.Our 
poems, short -stories. ,,or booki:on /eVels,snitablefOryhil clase Will fi*;that',he 
is able.  to 'c1 allrige.  the `bright student without frrstrating', the! s/Ote. The teacher  ' 
will also, find that each student. in th's olase .will'haiy&Oii0Ortiiiiiii tOr,i406eis iA working,With materiel ,close 'to hie own level. ' ' 

There -is no need to  fear'  thitt ,the procedUre of giVinkdifferent,Material to 
different students 	result _in either chaos or feilUte o 14;0(1,70008i Nor 
is there ,a difficulty because the teachers at-one grade"' level 01:, not. toCot0-  Whet 
the students'at,another level- hae react- Irk-the firit,1)/iCe;iatildkents iraPidly,be- 
come used' to reading material other ;then.'what' 	triendel*ead:,tik:,the4eCOnd' 
place, students can only learn' to read hireadint.material they jcan,handlreV If " '
we give .stUdetifsioaterial'Which'is'ent Of:their range'and'iiiii0 'they 	or 
will not read, iie. deptive them 'of an oPportUni.01tb'' reed'  and,'theiehk *Improve 
their skili

5) 	Application of ; the . 	Concepts 	individual 	 iiirikfr.i44 of tote 
unit serves  ileportent functions ` • "it ̀ proiliden foi.purif4if4indep,endent,..':' 
reading, end' it !serves as' -el/a/nation of 'the' 	it 'thie 	 Unit 
the teacher should have a, large number or rooks' or 	 there.' 
is suf agent' Material; 	'student 	eed it' Work 	 Oa 'appeal for 
him and its suited to /Ai readingbilit ,n. 	y. 

The it‘delit:,iof Oa- 	,stioo).A.))13 eh le tO.enalYze ipdgpenSent/y 41,e wore 
chooses;'ind: hi.eanaUeti,shonlcf .he in terie of the:Unit',conCreptq'r`Well as 
other ideaahe 	dealt iriticpreviouety.. Naturall:i.f"'4C:stUdenthaenever.'.tlealt 
with tragedy is'in idea 'Or genke; he should "not ,be ticipectO , 	0.4,1 des 
in his analyeiat, But if, for instance, ,he Tia:clealing:twah„ii iragekY ItIciliae already j 
dealt with the ideas of courage and epic, he should bring both' to bear in his 



analysis. If the teacher is aware of concepts developed in province units, it is 
an easy matter to help the student relate them to new materials and ideas. 

Thin final activity serves as an evaluation of the success of the unit. If 
the student's analysis consists of a plot summary ante' few superficial comments 
on the courage of the protagonist, the unit has probably been a failure, at least 
for him. Naturally there should be different expectancies for different students. 
It is not necessary that every student do a penetrating and discriminating syn-
thesis in his Mel analysis. We can expect great things from bright students, 
but we must accept the slow student's sincere effolts, however weak they may be. 
If the slow student can answer a question such as "In what ways was Jack count.: 
genus?" and in answering cmaciteelmmples from the text, perhaps the teacher can 
ask no more of him. 

If the students of average reading ability cannot apply the concepts satis-
factorily, the teacher has a strong indication that he has failed somewhere. Pet- 
haps,the unit is too difficult for the class. Perhaps the teacher failed to . 
motivate the students. Perhaps the specific reading materials were too difficult. 
Any number of things might have been at fault, and the teacher must revise the 
unit according to his analysis. But if the student understands the concepts, can 
formulate his own study questions in terms of them, and can analyse a Work in 
reference to the concepts, then the unit may be Judged successful. 

6) Compositionu'Although discussed last, composition is' not intended as a 
concluding activity. On the contrery, a unit constructed in the manner suggested 
offers a number of opportunities for composition and in certain places demands 
composition activities. Obviously, the bias of units constructed in this way, 
emphasizes expository writing, but there are a number of opportunities for creative
writing—from personal narrative and the short story to stylized verse forms an4 
free verse. 

These six phases comprise a kind of unit which includes concept development, 
both intensive and extensive reading; and composition experience. If the concepts 
of the unit,:ore fruitful„• they will illuminate the various readings throughout the 
unit; and if the. structure of the unit is effeeti*es :herstudent viii learn to 
read and •eualuate independently. 



APPROACHES TO illEANINGt..t5A BASIS:-FOR :clamant (-1N-IrlISATORS 21 k...beIPY.
by:Go/meinloaf, jrai 

By the . time 'the liversge•;student enters junior high hoof? hii:hiscwery4iiirsty: 
attained all'the, skill in reading he,will ever need -tolgleas'.the "content 011111124 
daily newspaper, his 'magazines, and whatever Other .popularkliteraturai,heisaYen4
counter. • His basic.4ight vocabuIaty has been-long established and' heedaectuitn., 
block on unfamiliar woirds. lia:can read for main ideal and impartinartetaiils'isiPa
can make almple inferences, about Mutt he readge: Ircesthe seventh- graderanitIlUinr
curricula, if ,they focus on skills at albs simply :proliferate what In already .
been learned and frequently, IA a zealous.  attempt to force the student to read" -
with care, add the skill of reading for unimportant details. This writer once' 31,
witnessed a test on ...The anket, Letter containing fifty questions, such-Us J'What 
was the name of Hesters jailer?  in curricula.such..as these the rear problems 
of meaning are either 'ignored or handled by the teacher -lir a series,vf;lecturee-1  
abstracted from his 'college or graduate school notes. The,  student 411:not only.'" ' • 
deprived of an opportunity of interpreting meaning for himself, but:Lirtndsr- ther'• •
necessity of adhering to the, •interpratation:ingested by .the teachet&J Thil) thtr •
student soon believes that the meaning of ,a poem or story is.!akin: to the **area 
of ancient religions,. closely guarded by,  a high priesthood in thsilmiermost sane. 
tum of a stone temple far from the view of the peasant,  world.! The.:studentotei 
content 'to) isten' to the fnterpretations of. the priesthood, and after years 'of 
acclimation to this proCedure he is revolted by an unorthodot 'priest who may' ask:
him queitiona Without .iver answering thee. And new priests brought up in thit-1-
tradition .develop guilt complexes if they do. not.systematically present the pro... 
digested daily inter rotation... • 

What is it then that leads the teacher to believe that he and his colleagues 
but not the students are capable of dealing with 'problems of meaning and 'interpre- 
tation? Is it that students are innately incapable of interpretation? .I0 it .that•;
below a certain level of ."maturity" a student is unable to cope with problems of si 
meaning?. Or is it simply. that the otudent does not possess'the.techniques 'fore. :•.1
making systematic inquiry into meaning because he has neveribeen exposed.to:451,  
systematic approach to problems of meaning? 

How can the student be taught to understand the meaning of a literary work 
whether it be in print or produced on stage or in the movies? What tools or 
concepts must he, as an educated reader, have acquired? Jerome Bruner in The 
Process  of Education  suggests that the structure of the subject matter should 
be central to our teaching. He assumes that learning structure is more important 
than learning details because a knowledge of structure may be transferred from 
one problem-solving situation to another. If Bruner's assumption is correct and 
if literature has a discoverable structure, it should be possible to teach that 
structure thereby giving the student an invaluable tool for the continuation of 
his literary education beyond the formal school situation. 

In literature three structural areas sir) evidenh: immediately. The first 
deals with the picture of man produced by a writer, the second with levels of 
meaning, and the third with form or genre. Familiarity with the concepts of 
each of these areas will provide the reader with a background and an awareness 
for making complex inferences and for asking himself the kinds of questions whose 
answers reveal a fullness of meaning. 

A. alan nti Environment.  The serious writer is concerned with the rela- 
tionship of man to his environment, which for the sake of simplification can be 
separated into three foci--the physical, the social, and the cultural environ- 
ment. In reality, of course, these three are inseparable, each contributing to 
and interacting with the others to form a matrix of influences which operate 
dynamically in the formation of the character, desires, and aspirations of man. 
Since the author's task involves a commentary on man, his work necessarily in- 
volves the relationship of man to his environment--a relationship which may be 
seen lying somewhere in the continuum extending from man as controller of his 
environment, as in the case of the mythic protagonist in works such as the 



 Promethean stories, to man as subject of his environment, as in the case of the
modern protagonist  vorks such as Death of a Salesman. No character in my
work can be completely abstracted from his environmental setting, for even the

hero who is: basically Inceemmitd.;Of(hiarenvirenient area values of the mythical 
influenced by the envirooment..-!.- 

Infamy instances the full understanding,aza.imit requirocan'aittpiaintanitii: 
with the organization of environment. A reidernnasersi.Of clasi•distinctiOne4ar
the Emetionine.'0U status in the social environisant 	miss• the-lull irony 'Of 
a poem as simple as "Richard Cory." AlAilursto understand the operation" of 
culture and to realize that a cultural setting imposes a set oUvalues omAis 
members which may not be appropriate to the =ethers of another ctiltureleadiCt& 
a lack of sympathy for a character such as Wang Lung in at fiztliertlirind to 
failure to identify the cultural struggle integral to MildigtEt 	sLie Foreit 
When we say thetwetudent is not mature enough to read a macular book or - 
poem or to see.a play, perhaps um actually mean that there are cirtainlconcepts'
involved in the work with which he is unfamiliar mad that his ignorance of these' 
will impede or preclude his comprehension. Many at the concepts which` give rise':'
to difficulty, among them those of environment, can be taught systematically:

Arbitrary separation of the areas comprising the eoncepraf environment
simplifies analysisi promotes understanding, 'and facilitaterteaching.'41the 
same time, however, it is essential that we realize the inseparabilitrof physi-
cal, cultural, and social aspects of environment.. Akita emphasising the environ-
mental aspects of literature include: Animal Stories (seventh grade average cur-
riculum), Man and Nature (seventh grade average), Man and His Physical Environment
(seventh average and honors),. Men and Society (eighth honors), Man and Culture 
(eighth honors), Survival (ninth average), Culture (ninth average), The OUteast . 
(ninth average), and Social Protest (ninth average). 

B. Levels of Meaning. The concept that meaning eadsts intaliterary work 
on multiple levels is a very useful one if used within the conditionthat no one 
meaning can be totally isolated from the other levels of meaning within the work. 
No abstraction, no precis, no analysis can ever represent more than a'fraction 
of the total meaning contained in the work itself. But if-we are to deal with 
meaning and to communicate about meanings, it is essential to deal le-abstrac-
tions, abstractions concerning the kinds of meaning,involved in a story; poem, 
navel, or drama. 

Because of theimpossibility of extractinga particularInvel of meaning 
from the matrix of meaning in which it appears, any attempt to describe levels 
of meaning must necessarily be normative, dealing with tendencies rather than 
absolutes, and ignoring overlapping@ for the sake of general distinctions. 

The first and most obvious level of memOng may be called the plot level or 
literal level, the level'ateetich tingo happen whether the events and agents are 
represented as real or not.' !At this level the reader is involved with under-
standing events, cause and effect, relationships between characters and between 
the character and his physical, social, and cultural environment..;lhe reader is 
concerned here with identifying the referents, real or imaginary, which the 
words, as signs or elementary symbols, represent, individually or n' 

Any work of prose or-poetry has hat we have'called the literallevel--the 
level at which things happen. But this level doestot necessarily represent 
reality; that is the words as signs or elementary symbols do not necessarily 
represent something outside the work. Northrop Frye draws a distinction here 
between works which are primarily intended to represent reality and those which 
are primarily imaginative. In the former, the referents of the symbols are out-
side the work, and the meaning is extensional. In the latter,, the imaginative 
works, the referents of the signs are Within the work itself, and the meaning is 
intensional. In imaginative worke'the eign4ficance of a character is dependent 
on his relationship to the other aspects of the work. :In biography, on the 
other hand, the significance of the people portrayed is-dependent on the accuracy 
of the portrayal in terms of reality. 



In the literary work,  hotatoces., air author achieve. 14%9141010f Ailgolfielite& 
beyond plot level?  Perhaps it is better to phrase the question differently:
Through what . devices or:techniques : do levels,  of masaing ' became' nOttiteible To • 
soma extent such devince,marle-,described ini,germs- ofla'hierarthYsi:A*reodis* 
from the base of tone and metaphor to-the universal symbols of-lathittyPe,''. 

Tone is used-.to.- achieve. secondary- levels of; weinine, especially iti'eatire.' 
In satire of the formal variety, ..the satirist, . whether the' author'or-  a • allsrecter 
of his creation, pronounces stinging diatribes and harangues against the targets 
of his wrath. • In:this •kind of. satire the .ohjects of , criticism-and the reasons 
for criticism ere-,quite: apparent: 	more subtle satire, in 'which, irony is the 
chief instruntet :of .,the satirist, the criticism is not always seilf•evident,;and 
the burden, of. interpretation is. left to,  the reader. In ironic •statements the 
reader must undeistand the contrast between what. is. implied to be good =and the 
reverse. He mist inderstand that the criticism-4 in terms of implied good .in 
contrast to what, 10,Alirectly.stated as good because of the system of•values 
adoptedsby men but disapproved by the anther. In the case of exaggeration, the 
process of interpretation is such simpler. The. author simply' carries vices and 
foibles to their logical extremes,. a technique which in .itself - iuggests norms - 
of conduct 	the author approves. 	 . • 

At the level of allegorical symbol,. the. reader is-presented with a. relatively ' 
rigid symbol whose significance,  can readily.be grasped by the reader. For.ing.' 
stance, in a medieval morality-play, Gluttony might be represented by a fit man 
riding a hog-across the stage hOlding' a bOttle of wine in one hand•-and aside of 
bacon In the. other., In contrast to the allegorical .symbol, the:,symbols'In•itorks 
Such as lig MkY s 	pcarlet  War, and :"The Rime of the Ancient 'Mariner" tend • 
to be less rigid and to represent a syndrome of _meaning.; They may or nay be 
related to other symbols in the same work, and every 	,object,.'and : agent in 
the work is not necessarily symbolic. To suggest that a .s;mbol of this type rep-
resents a single idea is to be guilty of oversimplification. To say that Moby
Dick represents evil and the Mariner represents a repentant sinner is to ignore 
the ramificatiotts. of 'both. Such symbols .ordinarily, do.not . depend -upon public 
acceptance of conventional--symbolic values; rather the symbol 'is 'developed through• 
out the context of the.vork as ',the:author. suggests symbolic meaning through the - 
interplay of various elements 	vork.' • 	 • 

The value of the archetype or universal symbol depends neither upon. local .• 
convention nor upon thLauthortsmanipulation of his material; rather, its meaning 
is dependent upon...its 'universal recurrence "in the life patterns. of mankind. Such 
symbols seem to arise out of basic needs, desires, and experiences.calmon to all 
men of all cultures. -  The most:famous archetype, that ,of 'death end rebirth, which 
!laud Bodkin-tells .us is presInt 	'.'The Rime of the Ancient Marine' and 'which' 
other critics have seen .in other works, is  . contra/ to all of the great and many 
of the minor religions,. Many archetypes figure most prominently in myth where 
we find thoas.of the birth of the hero; the pattern of .his..•journey, task, and 
return. the crone who. refurbishes the, powers of the hero; • and the mother goddess - 
from whom blessings. flows  	• 

-Finally, we.asrive at a level of meaning which must be understood in terms 
of all of the foregoing phases..or ;.laurels; the .theme. At :,this- level the reader 
is concerned with the. interplay of. plot, tone, symbol, .and.irchetype—with the 
total meaning of .a work. This,,does not imply •that .one can deal adequately. with 
plot, tone,. an&itymbol individuslly without reference to the total context. It 
means simply that any consideration of theme .necrespitates consideration of ell 
elements of the work.- 	. 	• 

The foregoing. analysis- 'is too brief to ba.comp•  late and too simple to be 
thorough. Nevertheless it may verve. as •an,..outline whose.  details and complexities 
can be elaborated from conventio.nal,sourcep.of critlal theory, • Units emphaSiSing 
levels of means includes Semantics (seventh, eighth, end ninth- grade .average 
and honors:curricalum), , Allegorrand,  symbolism (olvonthi.'"ghtlig'. and: ninth honors), 
Symbolism (ninth average), Satire (eighth honors), and The Satirist (ninth ionors). 

C. Genre. : The third approach to meaning is through genre or form, but not 



form in the sense of novel;-"short story, poetry and drama. "An4nalysii of form 
in this sense reveals littleg il any, meaning and what little is -revealed 
erally is not of use in readies another selection. Further, a knowledge of one
genre can be brought to bear upon another. -4 single Meru, VOtitisal involve 
the characteristics of two or more genres:* 4)Alvin Kernatvpointe outthat Timon 
of Shakespeare's tragedy is the satirist of }formal verse.eatirstabaCotis 
logical extreme. Northrop Frye, in his essay on satire,1 sugeeste,the proximity 
of satire to tragedy. "The sardonic vision," he says, "is the seamy side of 
the tragic vision." Hamlet's bungling revenge brings about such a bloodbath 
that the play approaches satire. It would be easier to produce "Titus Andronicus" 
as a burlesque than as a tragedy. 

Knowledge of genre, including such concepts as structure, character, imagery, 
tone, and purpose, can be the basis for making inferences not only about works 
within a particular genre, but about works which may incorporate the charact v-
iatica of several genres or which may contrast to one of the genres. 

So much has been written by scholars concerning the characteristics of the 
major genres--epic, tragedy, comedy, satire, elegy, pastoral, etc.--that to pre-
sent their formal characteristics here would be unnecessary and pretentious. The 
point for the teacher and the curriculum builder has been made: a knowledge of 
genres illuminates literary meaning. Units emphasizing genre include: (eighth 
grade honors curriculum) Satire; (ninth grade honors curriculum) The Mythic Hero, 
The Epic Hero, The Tragis Hero, The Comic Hero, The Ironic Hero, and The Satirist. 

A curriculum based on these three areas--environment, levels of meaning, and 
genre--would of necessity introduce the least complex and abstract concepts first. 
Students who possess the basic reading skills can examine can's relationship to 
his physical environment as it appears in short stories, poems, and longer works 
of fiction and biography. Additional units of work at a similar level might focus 
on the courageous and just man. Beyond these, additional units concerned with man 
in the process of becoming and with man in relation to other men (as family mem-
ber, as outcast, and as leader) will lead to an objectified examination of man in 
his society and of man in his culture. 

Materials for teaching the simple aspects of symbolism to bright students 
can be utilized effectively as early as the seventh grade. Beginning with a 
discussion and an analysis of the meanings and uses of conventional symbols, the 
students can move to the interpretation of simple fables and parables or other 
simple allegories whose symbols are rigid and singular, involving only a one to 
one relationship between symbol and the thing symbolized. At later grade levels 
the symbols with which a student works can become increasingly less rigid and more 
complex while the clues which an author offers for interpretation can become fewer 
and fewer. The student will eventually be ready to deal with a spectrum of al.. 
legory ranging from a work like Everyman,  in which there is a maximum of clues 
for interpretation, to a work like The Four Quirteta,  in which clues are at a 
minimum. For the average student, however, the abstraction of objectified work 
with levels of meaning seems to prevent the introduction of even the easiest con-
cepts and materials until the ninth grade level. 

An examination of genre, the third area, can be undertaken by students of 
superior intellectual ability before the average student can approach it. There 
are three reasons for this. First, the idea of genre is abstract. Second, if 
the teaching is to be done inductively the complexity of tilt,. major genres demands 
that a number of ideas be dealt with simultaneously. Third, the materials which 
compose the classical genres are often difficult reading in themselves. The 
average student might deal with simple genre-like forms, comparing and contrasting 
plot, character, setting, tone, and moral universe to induce the characteristics 
of the form. But qty careful consideration of the classical genre should probably 
be withheld until the ninth or tenth grade, at which time aspects of comedy and 
satire might be introduced. The other genres can follow later, depending, of 
course, upon the depth in which they are examined, the nicety of the discrimination 
demanded, the sophistication of the student, and the care with which the particular 
unit of work is structured. 



At any rate, these three areas - environment, levels of meaning, and genre -
provide the bade, for,,A Ctraigni.VM which,:. as' a concomitant of good leachingvought 
to produce not merely -readers.,  who	read, with :.Comprehension,;in the conventional 
sense but readers who are-abli to locus asisltitude• of concepts frontivvisrlitrof.' 
sources upon a single work readers who-lidca mach,to Akio* and glean more. from. itsy 
Their reading vill..not be a linear movement frac che:.book to another, but a phrao. 
midal synthesis of all	their reading,  



A CURRICULUM IN LITERATURE AND Competition
FOR AVERAGE STUDENTS 

IN GRADES SEVEN, EIGHT, and Nine
by George Hillocks, Jr. 

The most important deficiency of the'content centered curriculum whose' 
objective is to convey cultural heritage is that,it,fails to prepare the student 
to read independently.. His experience in reading a few specific titles without- 
regard to applying the learning gained in reading those titles to m e new but  
similar reading situation offers no carry-over-no,assurahae that a particular 
reading experience will be of benefit-in the next. Thus the curriculum' ends to 
be a be-all and end-all a& far as cultural heritage goes.' The 'content of the 
works levnot used as a basis to promote the continued growth of the:student's: 
knowledge. 

The typical skills program on the other hand tends to neglect ideas and con- 
tent, perhaps because the concept of *ills has not developed beyond word attack,, 
reading for main ideas and important details, infermummaking, and reading for 
relationships. libel:usual skills program does not recognize the value of ideas 
in making inferences. It is necessary, for instance, to know something about 
class structure'before maki4 inferences about a character's class standing'sad 
the problems he faces because of it. 	

A content program has as its objective the reading of a given aumber of short_ 
stories, poems, plays, and novels. Tho teacher's attention centers in each in- 
dividual work, and, the student begins; to. that the best way to pass the. 
course is to know the specific works....40 the other hand, the skills program 
utilisevexercisend drill to develop specific reading skills without making a 
conscious' effort to` apply the ideas and concepts underlying onesrck,t0'those 
underlying Another.' 

The curriculum in literature'developed'it Euclid Central Junior Hight School 
attempts to integrate the two points of view. 'It views aspects of literary in-
terpretation as skills to be applied in later'reading. It utilizes the thematic 
and conceptual content of-Atparticular workAn the analysis of another. Thus 
content is of prime importance only as it provides background for later reading 
and contributes to the development of skill. The teacher is not concerned so 
mesh with the content of specific works as he is with the Student's ability to 
make certain interpretative statements and to solve problems'in'connection with 
eaChsucceeding work. Perhaps the difference is nowhere more apparent than in 
the tests administered in euch program. In the content program the tests are 
concerned with the particular works read and discussed in class and frequently 
test knowledge of only main ideas and important and unimportant details. .In the 
skills program the tests are concerned with ability to read for main ideas, im-
portant details and inferences which require no specific literary background. 
But in the Euclid Central program the tests present problems and queations similar 
to those dealt with in a particular unit but in relation to  material mulch has not 
previously been read by the class. Such a teat evaluates not only the students 
but the unit of work. If the students perform well, the teacher may assume that 
the unit has been successful Naturally there will be different goals for students 
of different abilities, but all goals w,ll be concerned mith.putting learning into 
action and not with recall. 

If, the major objective of the literature program is to build the student's 
ability to understand and interpret literature, the curriculum maker must decide 
how this objective can be mast effectively achieved. He must decide how to 
structure the curriculum. 

The structure of any curriculuci inliterature should be determined by the 
endeavor to •fUlfill the objectives of the curriculum. If the objective for the 
student is to'understand and interpret the'  eaning ofliterature,;ve must ask 
teat is essential to such meaning. Al knowledge of the structure otliterature--
that is, the integrated use of character, plot, form, connotation,  and symbol to 
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create a literary work--is nece.ssary to understanding.. ,TheJAerary artist places char-
acters endowed with physical-CaPabilities, .personalities, *and rvalues'in an environment 
where they encounter conflicts. As the work progresses -the characters strive to resolve 
the conflict and in so doing reveal in themselves.  qualities which the author believes are 

• • 	t 

basic to the nature of man. Of course the author may choose to introduce no present 
Conflict so that we simply see a character in an environment. In this. case the conflict 
is either in the past tense or in the passive voice, for the character has either- already 
yielded or has never dared to: oppose the restricting*fOrce.' . hen, the ̀conflict is explic-
it , the character.mat resolve it in several ways or fail to resolve it. First of 'all t  the.  
conflict may be resolved externally or internally or botfi. The narrative figure may_ make 
inner adjustments which have thp effect of regOition7-adjUdtMents which involve accep-
tance of fate, an increase in emotional maturity, or decisions to overcome personal 
difficulties. This internal resolution ordinarily and sometimes necessarily precedes 
external resolution of conflict; the narrative figure must overcome internal problems', 
must come to terms with himself, before coping with external problems. Odysseus's 
successful confrontation of the.obstacle*throughout his journey symbolizes an -increase' 
in his inner powers and prepares for his eventual restoration of order to Ithace - by expel- 
ling the suitors. The action Undertaken by the narratiVe figure to resole the conflict 
reflects not only his value system and character but the attitude of the author toward 
the narrative figure; and these in combination with the environment or situation and. the 
conflict engender the theme of the work.  

Thus, for purposes of organizing the curriculum, we can discuss seven phases of 
literary structure Which.  the student must understand:in order to understand, the whole: 
attributes of character, determinants of character, 'Situation or environment, conflict,  
action, values, and theme. .ktiributes of character include those virtiies,.'ices,fears, 
and aggressions possessed by men as well as by literary. characters. In cOntrast,deter-
minants are those forces which mold character and bring about the attributes. Many 
characters come to the page with their attributes formed, ready for.acceptance bythe 
audience; in a serious work the author is frequently concerned.with those forces which 
mold the attributes' both previous to and during the course of the narrative.' The eriViron-
ment or situation into which the character is plunged includes both- distant and immedi-
ate aspects, that is, both the larger socio-cultural 'environment as well as the microcosm 
which encompasses the specific locale and the particular personae of the story. The 
conflict always grows out of this situation and varies because of it.' The character may 
be pitted against the physical, cultural, or social aspects of the environment, against 
Other men or groups, against himself, the gods, or fate. The action taken to resolve the 
conflict reveals the value system of the narrative figure as well as .additional insights 
into character. Finally, the theme is an encapsulation of what the narrative means as 
seen through all the foregoing., 	 • 

Experience has shown that while students have little difficulty in specifying char-
acter attributes, environment, conflict, and action when these are primarily physical, 
they have much more difficulty when the situation, becomes other than physical. The 
student can see conflict between an outcast and a group, but the causes of ostracism 
may escape Mm completely. Social and cultural conflict are subtle, and while not out 
of the student's experience, need to be objectified for his examination. Character deter-
minants require a similar. objectification so that the student mat think about how a char-
acter came to be the way he is. Inferring values of characters promises difficulty fot  
the student even when the narrative is only slightly above that Of the TV western or • 
detective melodrama. Theme presents a similar problem in the concept itsell,not to men-
tion formulation of statements of theme. The units developed in the curriculum for aver-
age students at Euclid Central Jr. H. S. ,while involving each of the seven phases t  focw 
on or approach the narrative from a particular phase. Seventh grade units on Courage and 
Justice focus on attributes of character, ... 



while the seventh grade unit on Man imdr,Physicel-Envireement, the eighth grade 
una on Coming of Age, and the ,ninth, sr* unit on Mah and Culture deal with de-
terminants of character. The ninth grads unit on Survival prirarily concerns the 
value system e_of ;characters as_ they take actiott,to resolve_physical4and,iporsl„con- 
flict in social, :economic end Ord** siOiettosta. ,1 1,The,-.0iitcei(t';:#110theCninth r  :, 
grade unit, focuses upon4enflict of a special:,kindi!=thiO___ ,atuaeklel 
and the group. At thkesise time .the:,*ts;elkatitit.OutCeitX1040,9e19.,,., a46  , 
vironment, and Mancacid-,Culture • facia. , Task; As.  it Particular enua ***rata': altuaClen• 
Although each nnitAincludes,atiengon,to peactions'of i chf,40114i07404 101,114 
the conflict ;and what tbe..actionareveel *slit thi", , ohiractectia;a04„1411".",2f,ru.,,,'; 
unit deals with; 	the themes  of individuaL 	the, unit,,, tb40 	no. 
cif is units:'foctusing upon actipm,orthen. 	.such.71:44-41434! /2901Kiauct its debt. with 
special kinds.et ;conflict, i.e. ,,outcest.rst grqup,,.;suet. yes, „MX te.._,T4.14 • OR, v11 _ e;:13 _  
nature,' 7 no unit:,deale,' 	 lOnction, contAig.pk.  

Of course; each unit encompasses:431c 11:41.0en, PhiSsest, The;O4casst:Autitle_cor' 
caviled with • the attributes,,of. the outcast es.4ellI ff., _Pkaitft,,T4ber 	,gt.lici,_ uP 
which rejects; him. -It enegsthesi.the. fist4rna*ko P.; if.!:‘,Itsqlr;,* ez6.-. PW1 
effeCts. of . iStreeitier: The! eituation an which, the .outcastimlakeil poce.  is; ox 
3Pecifil iasportesas and:mey, be A,,prims: factor bringing.,eboutAk ccoritcti;- ',Int.tthie; 
unit, the &erica:taken to resolve. the confliicr is or5lieri lyl#0, ,t.,141;:sTpup•r r:,,, 
The action taken Ay theAtadividual, is. frequently 	butte,someti#es. ag gressii4,eprIt  
The values of the. twcr.agents im-•this cage the rejeatiPt 0:0100e1.11A-ha-r, ectad ,_ 
charicter, are usually-1i 	•and..may be,..thst,p/timea,40,0_ ,••• Prt,-0!AFPc_PN 
Through an examination Pf, all .these im a per.  -ticutla4 *04; 	 tht!".3A, 
is then directed-,to the these. of ,that 	:• . 	 ! 	E.,;d,__,1•11,  7 

The units enumerated above. by no. means . repreamit all.. the siiite:peeible 's?* 
necessary to include in a curriculum., 4areful, consider,etion:Of the. seyen j.pliesat 
of (structure . will fsuggest „additional -units ,which cant pe Included, :,the, lunior , 
senior high_•levele.,-:•:Some maybe included- for ;ev,ieT s‘of concept's; other° ro.,ta. _
cilitate .tWetudent!s : understanding of, particular,e,Spectsp4 futi reading.: ,The 
real justification for.including,a, particular, unit is .skpiiiitisie (Rester tO the. , , 
question,of .whether the:concepts .deve/oped . in the unit wtll; aid. the student.:Whis 
understanding the meaningof literature. • 



A Unit on the Outcast  by Lynn Reppe
	 	

"The life to which she fled flung her back, cast her out. The happiness she
had hoped tof;leon fadeit.''The' flowers).  she had dreamed of became thorns."	 This
quotation from the story "The Outcast" by I.L.	 Peritz expresses a predominent
these lit:,literetute: !Great' liteinkrichireeteteite often. flung beek and.'have:-; r!-` 

.s titeit':.r1Over's tuned to thorns. • 'The tien....agiVatudilitti' tee; )often'' iielor flung' 
bac4t,':.42:40Oughltiii platters hive . tnizied 	thoiniii Thus • the I theme!' eloaer!tO Ll 14". 
the etUdent" ta-ve/i'ae to' the wr f tar. The itedeatif 1& WI unit dealing with'- ther' 
opiraelleeindOldna,Vbiione,* aware' of thetiOleicii.bf the gte UP and begit'tirb =1, •L 
understand the lonley individual.	 The anit. deiCtibedt beloWi seek*,  to,  proist•tel '• 
aeniliTY4t fort#e 	'ease out trete.' the gtoupi 7 to . deitilop*.underitandthe a 
of the ' p 	and)  to* 'of the; 	ale to 	ebitckgtciund: tot undere,%1Jui. 

,t, 	O.' 411:, 	 filittionahiP 	the' 00*' literature. • • 
.he nnt,t,`,,e tat to: Anti:164'160yr story, "Mtn' Of . 	end' Women; It offera. Such a' 

that it ittiOaki` the ' itUdentl ratio{ an intoner In',  the r` 
unity 	The ifori ift'aptAiV 	iitudento 	*1:1 iiittodiict toil' =drab-WU& stodentir. 
react 06etdrisliiiiit 	 Dose *thiereallyt happent • AM people iverqa- 
ritia.r treated 	 Was lie Ini* iliffereatt-," Think" tOestione: lead,  dikact4' 
into dieCniStOit of the' 'Student' a knowledge' of almitai 	Inititxteitding! 
and 'In 'bit Petfiener 	 Viscneiloi 	lbgleally' frds discUSsioti‘ 
of phy'aiter:causei of ostracieie 'kereciel:icanies which are both. lobviout and cent. 
prefient:Iif Out 'Bode*. Miele' 	'lad to ethnic fdifferenielVita-ntbasivfor 
ostracism and social rejection. Thus thii intiOdUctoty. short-etOrilitovidecthe 
basii for ostracism 'end -.B&W 'rejection;;'-,  Theo thittintrOductory•fshort • story' 
provides the' basil foi frelating "the concept's of the limit to the ..-stialtint's 4exper1;• 
ence and' tot delieloplig 	undetstinding *Of the -enteat :ot-thC problem :area. 

—When class disOutsioti resales the problem of ethnit differeadeei.:theistudents 
teed ".The'Cherthitt;" 	'the 'itOty-of 't 	.-ostracited:-bdcanasrof his _nation-. 
alit*. The:teachet:fOcuies the classliedUoiltaef-thelitorron'thCetheic- difer,: 
ferencee'idieady'tiouChed-4on iii CliseliscUesion, and,extends theAlscessiaalto ,-
include the group norm which made this particular *men different" froghiepeerso:.  
This story also introduces the concept of the scapegoat and the psychology. of 
prejudice- -the group need for a common scapegoat, the mob reaction against a 
common scapegoat, the means of protection the scapegoat uses to counteract the 
group, and the ignorance and lack of familiarity,  which gives rise to prejudice. 
The teacher draws these concepts from the students with questions rather than 
presenting the information in lecture since the ability to make this type of in-
ference in future reading viii depend upon the student's experience, not upon the 
teacher's direction. Vocabulary presents a difficulty to the teacher at this 
point since the students are not equipped with the key words which identify the 
unit concepts. If the vocabulary develops naturally from the class at this point, 
or if the class is more sophisitcate4 than most in language, some of the more 
familiar and simpler words are introduced at this point. However, the teacher 
emphasizes the students' understanding of the complex experiences which underlie 
these labels rather than emphasizing the labels themselves. 

The students are next introduced to various kinds of outcasts through a var- 
iety of short stories. Students study the stories individually with the aid of a 
study guide, but the class discussion which follows each story directs the stu-
dent's attention toward the unit concepts. These stories not only reveal the 
overt ethnic, physical, social, racial and religious differences of individuals 
who are victimized by the group, but also penetrate into the psychology of the 
group itself and the personal fears and defiripnries of its members which give 
rise to such victimizing. In "The Outcast," from which the opening quotation vas 
taken, such questions as "Why vas Hannah outcast" From what groups was she out-
cast/ What are the group norms and standards which made her different?" objectify 
many of the concepts to be developed. Through these short stories the students 
become aware of the types of outcasts reflected in literature. 



The major concepts to be developed through the reading of short stories are 
not rigid; they are rather a growing body of imowledge-Of the outcast, the. group, 
and their interaction, which night best be pictured in the form of a wheel. The 
hub, the center of interest, is the outcast, the ostracized person or persons. The 
group which has ostracized ;he individual, the environment, is.the rim. The spokes 
connecting the two--the interaction of both, the reaction'of each--are the concepts 
to be developed. The student'grows in his understanding of the individual--hia 
loneliness, his acceptance of his fate, his inability to function in a group, his 
fear or his'courage, his compensation for lack of group function--through the di-
rection of study guides and discussions: What Wes the difference between Big 
Lannie's and Raymond's reaction to their being ostracized, Why did they react dif-
ferently? Row did the girl protect herself from the group? Is a fantasy world a 
safe retreat? The readings, study guide questions, and the class discussions lead 
to understanding the group with its prejudices, its common scapegoating, its change 
of attitude, and its pressures. Each reading emphasizes a particular aspect of the 
problem, and as the student grows through his reading, the teacher guides the dis-
cussion to synthesise and objectify his ideas'in order to prepare him for future, 
more independent reading: As the unit develoOss -soMe of these relationships will 
be expanded, some will be added, and all will be given appropriate names. However, 
the student should be kept in constant awareness of the interaction of the group 
and the individual which forms the basis for his learning. 

After the student has read the short stories and inductively developed the 
major concepts of the unit, the more sophisticated vocabulary may be introduced and 
studies as a related skill. For example, prejudice may be studied as a prefix-root 
construct from pre-judge. Through his vicarious experiences in reading, the stu-
dent has made certain assumptions and correlated certain ideas. Now he can name 
them. The person who before has been called "different" can now be referred to as 
the outcast. The group which has ostracized him for some reason can now be called 
a group with a prejudice. The vocabulary can be developed until all the terms of 
the unit have been introduced: ethnic, scapegoat, ostracize etc. At this point 
the teacher presents a brief talk dealing with the historical, social, and psycho-
logical significance of the scapegoat. The history of scapegoating makes an in-
teresting subject when studied from the historical viewpoint--primitive tribes 
through modern mobs. The student becomes aware of the innate forces and the learned 
patterns of common scapegoating. The forces which control prejudices ate also 
studies as part of this- lesson. 

Present day examples of the outcast and scapegoat make good material for stu-
dent writing. Students collect and bring to class appropriate stories from current 
magazines and newspapers: The stories and articles are then discussed from the 
point of view of the unit: Why was the victim ostracized? How? What group norms 
lay behind his ostracism? Are such norms acceptable elsewhere? The discussion of 
these articles is related to situations in which the student has been ostracized 
or has done the ostracizing, or to situations in which he has observed one of the 
processes. While studying the'artieles on outcasting, the techniques of the news-
paper writer are discussed, and different types'of writing are analyzed: editorial 
writing, feature'Writing,-and news writing. The student then selects a situation 
to express creatively, and writes his story in. one of the three forms. In this 
manner, the student is reinforcing his knowledge'of the concepts of the unit through 
personal writing, and learning another form of writing through experience with it. 

To increase the students' independence in reading and analysis, students read 
"The Snow Goose." Each student, after reading the story and answering the questions 
on the study guide, is asked to write a paper discussing some of the themes de-
veloped in this particular story. Teachers and students can set up topics for the 
written discussion: Rhayader, as an outcast from society, builds his life around 
Fritha and the world of Nature (for slow students): Rhayader and the snow goose are 
parallel characters in this story of the outcase (for middle ability students); and 
the snow goose has symbolic meaning (for high ability students). 

At this point it is necessary to evaluate the students' ability to deal inde-
pendently with the concepts presented. Some students will not be ready to proceed 



on their own, and these students receive individual help with particular stories or 
do group work with one or two stories; the concepts discussed should be basic. For 
the students ready to proceed on their own, "The Blue Hotel" may be assigned with 
a study guide, and the students allowed to proceed independently, developing the 
ideas and patterns of the story. This story offers a particular challenge to ad-
vanced students, as it deals with the idea of an individual removing himself from 
the ;,coup. Lome interesting discussion questions develop from tLe story: the sig-
nificance of "Blue" in the story, a comparison of "Richard Cory" and the Swede, 
and scapegoating as a common bond for friendship. 

This division into small groups functions not only to meet the levels of 
ability of students in the class, but also to give the students an opportunity to 
work in peer groups with less teacher direction. In addition, it offers a chance 
for verbalizing and testing ideas with other students. This structure also frees 
the teacher to give special attention to particular students, as mentioned above. 

When a majority of students seem to be cognizant of the concepts, the students 
can now move into the. reading of poetry. Poetry is a more difficult level on which 
to develop ideas because the clues to meaning given in a selection are minimal. All 
the students read all the poems with the teacher, and the class divides into groups 
according to their selections. They examine them in terms of tine following: the 
reason for outcasting (ethnic, social, physical, religious, racial), the reaction 
of the outcast, the attitude of the author toward the outcast and the group, the 
norms of the group, and the norms of the outcast. Each group then prtsents a dis-
cussion of its poem to the rest of the class. Each person in the group participates 
in the presentation, if only to read the poem to the class. 

There is only one core novel used in this unit, To Rill a Mockingbird, because 
it seems to fit the interests and understanding of most students. After the book 
and study guide are distributed to the class, the teacher introduces the book by 
discussing social problems in a small southern town and the problems of children 
reared without a mother. The students are given some time in class to read the 
book; class, large group, and snail group discussions are used to reinforce and 
develop concepts presented in the book. When the students have completed the 
novel, a series of discussion questions dealing with the major problems of the 
novel may be treated individually in compositions or in class and small group dis-
cussions. Scout Finch was an outcast because of her age; the Negro population of 
Maycomb was the victim of prejudice; and Boo Hadley was a victim of scapegoating 
are statements which might be points of departure for discussions and compositions. 

The student should now be able to work with the unit problems on his own, and 
for this purpose the student is given a bibliography of books which treat the out-
cast theme. The student selects a book, reads it in terms of the unit concepts, 
formulates his ideas, and develops a written analysis of the book. 

At the conclusion of the unit, the student has had experiences with outcasting 
as a literary theme. He has read poetry, short stories, novels and newspaper 
stories. He has worked with the concepts in a class, as part of a group and on an 
individual level. He has had experience in creative and expository writing. 
Through these VItfi0118 experieaces, the student will be better able to understand 
in mature, literary rasterpieces the sensitivity of an individual and the pressures 
which the group exerts upon him. 



'A CURRICULUM= LITERATURE AND COMPOSITION'.  
FOR JUNIOR HIGH HONORS STUDENTS - 

 by George Hillocks, Jr.

Even though honors students.read well, they still need-syeteMatic-helpAi 
reading literature. The first honors unit in literature came into existence
because teachers-realized that even honors students'conpletely missed the point 
of satirical works they had read. The unit on satire' revealed that it was possible 
to teach ninth grade honors students to recognize and interpret satire. Its suc-
cess suggested that it might also be possible to Reach students to deal with other ' 
difficult aspects of literature. 	

The next step in planning the honors curricialmaiiaitó'atk what other tech-
niques and problems the students must understand in order to understand literature. 
Eventually the planners arrived at.three basic areas which they felt were important 
in understanding literature: 1)special aspects of the denotative-level of meaning, 
2) techniques used to achieve second levels of meaning, and 3) form and genre. 

I. Special prOhlems at the denotative level of meaning. For the most part 
honors students read and understand plots, characters, ani the relationships be-
tween characters well. They readily gain empathy with characters about whom they 
read if the book is primarily concerned with what happens, and they readily objec-
tify emotional situations when the emotions are complicated Or.obseured by a wealth 
of ideas or details; But bright students do have difficulty with.the interpreta-
tion of the ideas *licit in a work. They do have difficulty in analyzing the 
forces operating on:a character when those forces are not physical or personal. 
Although they have knowledge of the'grosser aspects of social strata through tele-
vision and movies and generdlexperience, they have not objectified class inter-
action, social position, and social mabilityv and therefore fail to recognize or 
comprehend such aspects of works they might encounter. And finally they do not 
realize that the way a character acts in a given situation may be a statement of 
credo, of man's relationship to other men, of man's place in the universe, 

All of these problems suggested that particular units could be devised to focus 
the students' attention upon' particular ideas and processes which would be helpful 
in his present and future reading. Some units like those on Courage and Justice 
focus attention upon the idea or theme conveyed by the work. These units begin by 
examining the nature of courage and justice and proceed by examining the concepts 
of courage and justice implied in specific works. Thus the approach to a particu-
lar work begins with examining the denotative or plot level of the story, and the 
first abstractions are statements about what happens specifically and how specific 
characters react, At the next level of abstraction the student is encouraged to 
make statements about the courage or justice reflected in the actions Of the charac-
ters and in the situations of the plot. Next he examines the implicit concepts of 
courage or justice underlying the plot, and finally he examines what the work has 
said about man in general in relationship to his world. This final stage of ab-
straction is the point vhere the reader begins to deal with theme. 

Other units which involve the same process of abstraction fro u the plot level 
center in man's relationship to various aspects of his environment. At the seventh 
grade level one unit deals with man in relation to his physical environment, while 
at the eighth grade level one unit deals with man in relation to social organiza-
tion and another with man in relation to cultural institutions. The unit dealing 
with social organization examinee the effects of status, power, wealth, and mobility 
upon narrative figures as they move through the course of events described by the 
author. The unit dealing with the cultural environment examines the effects which 
the various cultural institutions have upon the narrative figure. 

2. Techniques used to achieve second levels of meaning. Nearly all readers 
in junior and senior high school as well as many adult and college readers fail to 
recognize and interpret symbols in a literary work and nay completely ignore all 
but the most obvious allegory. The problem with reading satire has already been 
mentioned. Therefore a series of units dealing with allegory and symbolism was 
introduced to the curriculum. The objectives of these units were several: to make 



the student aware of techniques used by authors to convey meaning beyond the deno-
tative level of a work, to make the student aware of the relationships existing 
among these techniques, and to enable the student to make interpretative statements 
about works whose meaning exists at more than one level. 

The first unit in the curriculum dealing explicitly with levels of meaning is 
a very simple one in the seventh grade. This unit introduces the idea of symbols 
as they exist in fables and simple allegorical poems anti in Edgar Allan Poe's story 
"The Masque of the Red Death." In all of these the symbols  have clearly defined 
referents and the symbols have precise and clear relationships to one another. The 
student first objectifies what he already knows about conventional symbols and then 
enters upon a discussion of particular fables whose personae and situations are 
clearly symbolic. He deals with the problems of what the animals and situations 
represent. From fables he moves to simple poems which give many clues to the 
meaning of the symbols. With "The Masque of the Red Death" the clues are diminished 
and the student is confronted with a more difficult problem of interpretation. 

In the eighth grade unit on allegory and symbolism the student develops a def- 
inition of allegory, works with interpreting material which presents fewer clues to 
meaning, and finally deals with works whose symbols have multiple meanings and are 
not directly related to one another. In other words the student shifts from the 
rigid, fairly simple symbol characteristic of medieval allegory to the flexible and 
complex symbol of modern writing. The student can no longer rely upon a single 
word or phrase to identify the referent of a symbol, and he frequently has diffi- 
culty making the transition. His tendency to oversimplify must be constantly con- 
fronted with the text. Gradually, then, he comes to recognize that many literary 
works contain symbols less rigid and less obvious than those of allegory and that 
the symbols of such works are frequently complex and subtle in their meanings. 

In the ninth grade the student re-examines his'earlier definition of allegory, 
tries to establish the relationships between literal, metaphoric, allegorical, and 
symbolic levels, and attempts to redefine allegory to include works which are not 
allegorical in the medieval sense but which nonetheless contain some of the charac- 
teristics of allegory. He examines the differences in quality and function between 
the symbols of Everyman and those of Steinbeck's The Pearl. He deals with works 
whose symbols are less highly clued and express complex emotions and ideas. Despite 
his sojourn into critical theory during his analysis of the various levels of 
meaning, the main emphasis of the unit is not on critical theory but on building 
the students' ability to interpret a work. If in the eighth grade the student had 
a tendency to use a single word or phrase to explain a symbol, and if he tended to 
create a private explanation or interpretation of a work, without regard to. the 
text, by the end of the ninth grade unit he should be aware of both these short- 
comings. His interpretations should be both more complete and more closely depen- 
dent upon close textual analysis of a work. 

In addition to the series of units concerned with allegory and symbolism the 
eighth and ninth grade units on satire deal with levels of meaning in a somewhat 
more restricted sense. A college student once commented that 1984 was an immoral 
book because it recommended and set up as ideal the kind of society described by 
Orwell in the book.. Certainly this student needed to learn something about levels 
of meaning. The satirist uses special techniques to convey his criticism which 
exist not at the level of denotation but at the level o2 the connotative values of 
the words and phrases which make up a work. The satirist says one thing and means 
another. He often implies hie criticism. The student must learn to understand 
these implications. 

3. Form art genre. The shape and/or form of a work contributes meaning to 
the work or controls the meaning of the work in special ways, so that the considera- 
tion of form in general and of forms in particular becomes a necessary part of the 
curriculum in literature. Form in general is that which any artist imposes upon 
experience during the process of composing--the selection and arrangement of events 
and ideas. The general form of a work may be tight and restricted, observing the 
classical unities of apace, time, and action and concentrating on the events of a 
moment as they have arisen from the past and will project into the future; or the 



general forams),  be loose and sprawling, presenting a panoramic view of non as he 
confronts the problems of his existence. Form in the particular sense refers to 
those generic forms which can be defined and differentiated on the basis of both 
structure and subject matter. Genre will be used to designate form in the partial* 
lar sense in which tragedy, epic, comedy, formal versa entire, pastoral, and the 
epigram are forms. 

Because a particular work may exhibit a form. which other works do not possess, 
form in the general sense can be examined only ,in relation to specific works. It 
is possible, of course, to compare the effects of similar forms and to contrast the 
effects of differing forms. Form in the particular sense, in the sense of genre, 
concerns not only the shape of the work but the prototypes of the characters and 
the tone of the interaction of both shape and character. In classic formal VGiSS 
satire, for instance, the main character appoints himself critic and pursues his 
course cursing and denouncing all the ills of his society. Even in his self-right-
eousness, however, his scurrilous condemnation of what he designates as evil as he 
moves from one social class to another and from one physical location to another, 
reflects something base in his own nature--something which finds a certain depraved 
pleasure in bringing to light and condemning vilenese. 

In similar ways the interaction of form with content in other genre provides 
much of the meaning of the work. In the honors program at the ninth grade level, 
materials have been prepared to increase the student's ability to analyze several 
works belonging to a particular genre: to synthesize the common characteristics of 
the works, to arrive at an understanding of the interaction of form and content in 
the genre and in particular works, and to apply this knowledge in the reading of 
additional works. 

The first unit in the series examines the form and content of heroic myths and 
leads to the examination of epic, tragedy, comedy, and satire. The sequence from 
one unit to the next is strong and provides many opportunities for contrasts and 
comparisons of the relationships existing among both the content and form of the 
several genres. The three emphases of the curriculum--special problems at the de-
notative level, levels of meaning, and form--do not exclude other aspects of 
dividual works from consideration, nor does it suggest that the great problems with 
which literature deals are ignored. On the contrary these three emphases tend to 
focus attention on the special ideas and problems raised by individual works. In 
the course of three years the student discusses the ideas of courage, justice, power, 
society, culture, fate, individualism, sin, guilt, repentance, the hero, and many 
others either as central to an entire unit or to a specific work. 

The honors program in its present form exhibits cot simply differences in 
degree from the average program but differences in kind. To begin with, the in-
dividual selections included in the program are more difficult than those in the 
average program. But more significant, the concepts taught are different. They 
demand that a student examine a text carefully and hold a great many factors in 
mind in order to draw inferences. From the seventh to the ninth grade, while 
analysis of the denotative level continues, there is an increasing emphasis on 
the role of such things as symbol, irony, form and genre. The student must evalu-
ate a number of possible answers to the problems set up in a particular unit. Re 
must entertain several answers simultaneously when he deals with a work which exists 
on more than one level. He must move freely between the concrete and abstract. 
Since the units are organized into a series of problems, he is constantly confronted 
with problem solving situations, many of which he must deal with individually. Each 
unit culminates in an individual reading assignment which demands that the student 
bring to bear not only the ideas of the present unit but those of units previously 
studied. These problems also require that the student pursue his analysis systema-
tically and organize the resultant insights and ideas. 

The writing assignments in the honors program are based upon more abstract 
topics and demand that the student deal with a larger number of ideas than in the 
average program. The creative writing assignments, while including some of those 
present in the average program, are generally adapted to the specific units in 
the honors program. 



These differences exist because the honors student is able-Co abstract, to deal 
with a multiplicity of factors, to evaluate a series of possibilities, to organize 
ideas systematically, and to read difficult material. If the English program is to 
challenge the bright student, sharpen his mental abilities, and increase his sensi-
tivity to literature, and therefore to life, it must cease to be content with a 
single mower to a plot level question, a question which neither the teacher nor 
the student can become excited about. It must give the student the background and 
skills to confront the problems which have concerned mankind so much that he has 
written about them. It must excite both the teacher and the student so that nothing 
need be taken for granted on the basis of tradition or authority and so that an 
atmosphere of real inquiry can be established not only in the classroom but in the 
minds of the students. 



A REMEDIAL PROGRAM FOR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
by James F. McCampbell 
	 . 

The slow student has had many failures, and every failure is a threat. It says  
to the student, "You're no good." The student's	way to avoid failure is to quit 
trying. Then he rationalizes, the reason for the teacher's criticism is not that 
he can't do the assignment, but simply that he doesn't want to. He thus avoids 
threats to his ego and at the same time asserts his independence of authority. As 
this pattern develops he becomes less attentive in class, learns less, becomes a 
behavior problem, and generally compounds the inadequacy of his worklitkebellig- 
erent attitude. 	

English teachers have habits which are particularly likely to frustrate slow 
students. First, they gear activity which is not completely under their supervision. 
As a consequence, students are usually allowed a minimum amount of participation in 
classroom discussion. Teachers assume that because small student groups arrive at 
conclysions far more slowly, they are wasting time. This probablyisnottrue. Teach-
ers must recognize that, although students--particularly slow students--are inclined 
to get off the topic, usually this misdirection is a sign of frustration with the, 
task at hand. If the teacher will carefully plan the use of small group work so 
that the students have been given the specific tools necessary to solve the parti-
cular problem presented; if he will structure the goal of the group so that it is 
clearly stated and within the range of the student's ability; and if he will recog-
nize getting off the topic as a signal of the need for better structure in the 
situation rather than as a signal to end this opportunity for learning self-direc-
tion, then he will find that over the period of a year the students will exhibit 
tremendous growth in their ability to work in small groups with less teacher direc-
tion. 

Second, the English teacher also tends to overtalk reading assimments. With 
a long and thorough educational background in literary analysis and interest in the 
abstract problems implied in literary works, he tends to deal with works at a level 
far removed from the students. Careful attention to what students have to say 
about a story, and careful attempts to move them just a bit from where they are 
will result in greater willingnessc on the part of the students to read. Curiously, 
these students need a great deal of reading material in the classroom. While gifted 
students see many ramifications in a signle work, the slower students may need many 
works to develop a single abstraction. As a consequence the teacher must have far 
more materials available. 

Third, English teachers mark themes too conscientiously. We have all had 
strong reactions toward a paper of ours which was, in our opinion, overmarked. The 
slow student's reactions are even stronger. Already discouraged and ready to quit. 
he responds only to encouragement. Besides, he doesn't know what the marks mean 
or how to correct the errors which they indicate. For such a student, the comments 
should be limited to praise. Finally, these students will not do homework. Many 
write poorly in a well structured classroom situation where the teacher can provide 
direction and assistance. It is unreasonable to expect them to be able to work at 
home. Out of class assignments will simply lead to more failure and less interest. 

The complexity of these problems can best be managed in a classroom situation.. 
structured to meet the specific problems of these slower students. In other words, 
they require a remedial program. Simple tasks done well in class and praised by the 
teacher can help the remedial student participate more willingly. Individual atten• 
Pion--to students seldom recognized except as behavior problems--will also encour-
age participaion. The remedial teacher can create an atmosphere of support and 
success which is impossible for the regular classroom teacher. But the regular 
teacher also plays an important part in the remedial program. , ' 

All teachers realize that a remedial program atteavts to provide for the spe-
cific problems of students who function inadequately in the normal classroom situa-
tion. Yet few of us recognize the tremendous imortance of the regular classroom 
teacher in making a remedial program a success. Despite the full time efforts of 



special teachers, the advice.of consultants or supervisors, and the information of 
permanent records, the remedial students will not be identified without the help of 
the classroom teacher. Only he can spot the students who are having trouble daily. 
Without his, recommendation of students, any remedial program will not fully accom- 
plish its	purpose: 	

All teachers Ainst,.'thene be .fully -aware of the specific purposes of .the reme- 
dial program, and'esait lave the•necessary tools •to 'recognize .students in the . 

. remedial program. 	
.The remedial:program at Euclid Central has criteria for students both entering 

and leaving the classes 	reading'and composition. • New teachers-are familiarized '• 
with these criteria .and are given specific techniques for identifying these students. 
Because this tufting .and the excellent cooperation of the administration, stu-
dents are identified early in the tichool year and 'moved lemediatety 'to remedial ae r
classes: Also, the adminietration is willing to 1110110 students )oitt Of the remedial ' 
program tit eny'tinie during the year on the recosinendaticni of 'the' timedial teacher. 

Identifying-remedial 'reading ,  student, involves four major 'steps *for the class--
roam teacher. • First, he checka the permanent records•••for scores in I.Q, and read-
ing. • If a student's Score on the California Reading Test is two years below grade 
level, ' or if there is a fifteen point •discrepancy between the student's language .  
and non-language factors on the California' Tait of Mental Maturity, the student may 
be a candidate for remedial reading. Second, he gives an 'infOrmal. diagnoatic test 
in class which . rOughly-estimates each student's reading Speed, vocabulary skill, 
recognition of main' ideas, and ability to make inferences. Students who are'.inade• 
gusts on-this teat may 'also become candidates. Third, he observes students during 
their free reading. • Students who are outstandingly slow or who exhibit signs of 
frustration may also become candidates. Finally,:he gives mi oral inventory to 
provide a check -mlts preVious*observations, a closer check .on word attack skills, 
and an indication of understanding through fluency and intonation pattern. 

On the basis of this information, the teacher confers with the 'remedial • 
teacher to determine which candidates will , be placed in the .remedial class. Be-
cause the major purpose of the remedial program is to bring students to the- reading 
level that can be expected of them, some students, because they have reached this 
level, will be lift in regular classes in spite of their low scores on the various 
measures. The criteria for determining a' reasonable expectation. for the.  student 
is the Comparison of reading level and I.Q. score. A student with an I.Q.-  of 80 
in the eighth grade can be expeCted to read at approximately fifth grade level. If 
he is at this level, then he is reading to expectatibn and•is placed in a regular 
class. However, since group measures of I.Q. are primarily reading tests, they 'are 
a rather poor maim" of I.Q. for poor readers. Consequently, in making judgments 
about placement, 'the- student is always given the benefit of the doubt. 

Students in the remedial reading program will vary in ability frost second 
grade level to seventh-grade level. Obviously they cannot be instructed as a whole 
class: Therefore, the first'major goal of. the remedial teacher is to train the 
students .0 be eelf-sUfficient in some basic activities. After they are so trained, 
the teacher is free to establish special programs. to meet the needs of individual 
students. Basic activities include the• use of the •SRA• inference lab, the SRA react-
inb lab, the speedfi-oecope, -Beaderhi Digest Skill Builders, projected materials 
for far point reading,-, itad''taped materials for students to hear as they read. •As 
soon as the students are skilled in the mechanicis lot these activities, they •are 
divided intb•smaltgroaple. and stationed at various` points of the room: After.be-
coming familiar with this-classroom situation, the Students are able' to. function • 
independently with' enough' Variation in-activities to maintain their interest. 

Now the teacher Is free to diagnose individual problems more carefully and • 
establish individualleed'progrems on the basis of this diagnosis. Since many of 
the students have a long history of remedial training, they ':have already used many 
of the usual techniques of remedietion and hays found-than wanting. Consequently, 
the remedial teacher'ssist constantly.-search for new techniques which might prove 
effective. A discussion•of the more imaginative techniques .reads somebhat like a 
poster for a three-ring circus.	 A recent aritcle in Life magazine described a 



program which claimed great success in improving reading by training students to 
crawl. Some have improved reading skill by having students ttace-a1Skge, san&: 
paper alphabet. Others have used balancing boards and:trampolines to leprelie.  
reading. The point is that severe retardation in reading it a complex, 'little 
understood problem for which there are no ready solutions.• The teacher must be 
open to--indeed, constantly searching for--suggestions that may be helpful. 

No matter what specific techniques the teacher uses, he will be dealing Stith.  
the basic reading skills which are outlined and explained in many texts,-periodi-
cals and reading series. The following is an example of such a list. 

I. Vocabulary skills. 
A. Basic sight vocabulary. 
B. Word attaCk. 

1. Word analysis and word structure. 
a. Phonics. 
b. Syllabification. 
c. Prefixes, roots and suffixes. 

C. Context. 
1. Sentence sense. 
2. Synonyms, 

D. Using the dictionary. 
II. Comprehension skills. 

A. Following directions. 
B. Reading withpurpose. 
C. Reading for main ideas, 
D. Reading for important details. 
E. Organizing ideas. 

1. Relational words. 
2. Noting relationships. 

F. Sensing cause and effect. 
G. Drawing conclusions and inferences. 
H. Study skills. 

1. The organization of texts. 
a. Table of contents. 
b. Index. 
c. Headings. 

2. Specialized Subject area skills. 
3. The SQRRR study technique. 

III. Rate skills. 
A. Flexibility. 
B. Avoiding regressions. 
C. Perceptual training. 

1. Page scansion. 
2. Phrase reading, 

Considering both skill problems and classroom techniques, the teacher develops 
specific individualized programs. For example, a program for a severely retarded. 
seventh grader might include practice with the Dolch list of basic sight vocabulary 
on flash cards, listening and following third grade level taped ttories, working 
with second grade level Reader's Digest Skill Builders, reading SRA Elementary 
Reading Lab material projected far far point reading, study of:Vowel -diphthongs and 
three consonant initial blends, alphabetizing papers for the teacher, practicing 
two and three letter words on the speed-i-o-scope, and participating in'whole class 
sessions on prefixes. A ninth grader nearly ready to return to-regular classes 
might have a program involving speed-i-o-scope training in phrage reading, practice 
with the SQRRR study method in his civic textbook, whole class sessions on prefixes, 
free reading of'high interest materials available in the classroom, vocabulary 
development by listing synonyms culled from a dictionary, practice in the'SRA in-
ference lab, workbook materials on finding main ideas, and rehearsing for his part 
in taping a radio play. 



In such a classroom situation the etudents.havc varied activities to maintain 
interest, a skills program.planned specifically to meet their needs, and whole 
class instruction. in common problems of reading. But to provide additional incen-
tive, the classroom atmosphere should be carefully planned to involve the students 
in evaluating their own learning. They should have in their folders a chart of 
their weekly activitiee with room for their evaluation--in graphic or written form--
of what they have accomplished. Such an organization is reinforced by the compli-
ments and comments of the teacher in both whole class, small group, and individual 
discussion. 

When the students have reached their expected level of achievement, they are 
scheduled into the remedial composition class before moving to a regular English 
class. In addition, the remedial composition class Will include students who have 
been recommended by the regular classroom teacher. Although the. criteria for se-
lection are not as specific as those for remedial reading, they have the same basic 
function--to identify students whose composition skill. is below the level that 
could be expected of the student. Weakness in specific skills--handwriting, spel-
ling, sentence sense--may lead to their recommendation. Weakness in the more com-
plex processes of composition--organizational ability, paragraphing, logic--may 
lead to their reconemendation. Finally, general frustration with the task of .  
writing--failure to turn in themes, inability to focus attention on composition 
tasks in class, or failure to produce more than three or four lines on any assign-
ment--may lead to the student's being recommended for remedial composition. These 
weaknesses are measured against the quality of the student's overall performance 
as exhibited by language factor scores on I.Q. testing, previous English grades, 
reading ability, oral, ability, and grades on tests. If there is a divergence be-
tween exhibited composition skill and expected skill, the student is placed in the 
remedial composition class. 

Even though these same criteria are used to select all remedial composition 
students, they will still cover a wide range of abilities. In this divergence of 
abilities and in the pattern of frustration and defeat present in these students, 
the remedial composition class resembles the remedial reading class. For this 
reason it is organized in much the same way. Individualized programs of instruction 
are constructed for each student once his major problems have been diagnosed. Be-
cause of the poor self-discipline of the students, they are given maximum direction. 
The activities within the classroom are varied, and the time allotted to any one 
activity is limited by the students' short attention span. The work is concrete, 
because remedial students are neither interested in nor capable of handling high 
level abstractions. 

Spelling is one good subject for these students, even though research shows 
that systematic spelling drill with lists has little carry-over to writing situa-
tions. It is vbluable because it is concrete, kinesthetic, easy, directed, and 
short. It also sets a pattern--a comfortable thing for these students--and gives 
the students an opportunity to succeed. This activity is not suggested to teach 
spelling--research suggests that it will not accomplish this end. It is suggested 
because daily spelling.work begins the class in an orderly fashion, frees the 
teacher to work with individuals, givesrecognition to the beet students, and 
gives everyone a chance to succeed. Excellent lists of words at the students' 
level can be culled from elementary spelling books and from the students' themes. 

Work with sentence patterns can be organized in the same fashion as a short 
activity to end the period. This structured concrete program at the beginning and 
end of the period provides a frame of easy work and successful experience which 
help create a supportive environment._ Within the environment the teacher's first 
job is to diagnose student abilities and weaknesses. Such diagnosis should cover 
the areas of idea, organization, syntax, and mechanics. As with remedial reading, 
the diagnosis should begin at the level at which all students can achieve success 
and gradually move to more difficult problems. 



What types of problems can we find with which the students can deal success-
fully? The following relatively superficial analysis of writing tasks suggests a 
possible sequence of difficulty. 

1. Wtiting a summary of a short story is a very:easy - assignment. -  Ihs ideas 
are directly available and already organized Nearly every student 
can successfully write about such a topic. 

2. Next in difficulty comes the personal narrative: Students will have
little difficulty in recalling events, and they are still chronologi-
cally organized. The greatest difficulty of this assignment will be 
assisting the students in filling in the necessary description,to  
round out the writing. 

3. Pure description calls for more acute observation and/or imagination .  
 than these students are used to using. But these are available to
the students if they can be taught to observe. Also, the organizapPli 
tional pattern is not prescribed but must be dev4loped.' 

4. Exposition of a process or an abstraction is even more difficult 
:because the ideas as well as the organization must be developed by 
the student. 	

5. Perhaps argumentation is the most difficult writing process because
the student must develop ideas, organize them.,and foresee the-. 
-opposing arguments which he must answer in his writing.

This pattern of difficulty has no foundation in psychology or learning theory. 
It is the result of observation and trial in the classroom. ItAvuld be presupp*, 
tuous to assume that this pattern.will apply- to'all students. Some are extremely 
adept at argumentation, while others find expOsition toibe.their forte. But no:,  
matter what individual pattern the teacher diagnoses, thiS hypothesis can be a 
place to start. 	: 

Should a student be unable to write a summary of an:eaty short story, he needs 
immediate attention. 'If he is unable to follow the chronological sequence,'Or 
unable to recognize main ideas and important details, he needs to develop these 
fundamental skills in st,xemedial reading class. He should be accepted in a reme-
dial composition class:Only after he attains these skills. Students who can4dc-
cessfully write a short story summary will furnish the teacher with a basis for' 
diagnosing difficulties in syntax and mechnnics. 

Marking themes for this purpose is a relatively simple process. Underlining 
spelling errors, and the usual English teacher shorthand in the margin, is adequate. 
The important emphasis is the use of these marks after they have been made. The 
specific skills should be remedied only one at a time and only after a sufficient 
body of writing has been collected to assure that the error is a major problem 
for the student. Instruction in small groups or with individuals is probably the 
best approach becaeae these students are seldom able to concentrate on an abstrac-
tion presented to the whole class. They are much more likely to respond to-: ni• 
dividual attention. 

It is often possible to let students help each other. When one student has ;. 
conquered a particular skill, asking him to help others will be a tremendous boost 
to his ego. Also, such an arrangement again helps free the teacher and allows 
students to develop their ability to work with less teacher direction. 

Organizational ability can be diagnosed from the students' ability to work 
with description, exposition, and argumentation. Each assignment provides its 
own difficulties and suggests various patterns for the student to learn. 

But the diagnosis of problems is only the first step. The major problem is, 
of course, how to overcome these difficulties, that is, how to teach. The most 
important principle of instruction for the remedial composition teacher is to 
develop writing skills in concrete situations rather than to attempt to teach 
rules. The practice in the use of any skill should, for the remedial student, 
be patterned to help him move from a mimetic performance to an independent per-
formance. 



The most obvious.ndmicry is .that of copying exactly. This 4a ,thispoint 
which any technique should be introduced. Next, sections of the'petterwehoult • 
be alternately withdrawn .80:that the student develops his ability to attic without 
the entire pattern .present. The process should continue tuntit the:student •can 
apply the pattern without the aid of a model: 7; Finally, the student shouIdi'apply 
the pattern 'to a-new situation independently. If he can do this,' .he `dhows success- 
ful internalisation of a behavior pattern. 

For example, in a studyy-of 'courage ladapted from a seventh 'grade &Virago 
unit) the students Were to define courage. The teaching began witiv'the presenta-
tion of several definitions of objects. (A hammer is a tail used for pounding and 
pulling mans.) After reading these definitions, the - class 	analyzed their .charac-
teristics--identification of a' class and distinction from other members or the 
class; then they copied from dictation several other definitions of 'the sanie form. 
Next they were given a worksheet, half of which provided the distinction: from 
other members of the class .while the other half 'provided only the class.: • lame of 
these definitions were more abstract qualities such as honesty.. Finally 'they were 
asked to write definitions independently, and then they were asked to-:collect 
definitions •of courage :from .dt least fiVa. people. The .next 	they' were 
reading an essay about courage,' the teacher discussed each student's-worksheet 
errors with him individually. When the reading vas ltompleted,-  the class discussed 
the definitions they had collected. As they evaluatedtheni; -they 'copied 'the beet 
ones. They then analyzed the essay for its definition of -courage,' and•finally 
small groups wrote their own definitions of courage. They had' thus been .given a 
background in both definition form and the concept of courage before they were 
asked to define courage., Later.  n the unit, they wrote definitions independently. 

In the same unit, te students were asked to write a personal narratiVe-about • 
their need for courage. To prepare for .this writing assignment, 'the clasi first 
objectified a patteft that was , apparent is the reading they had done" the general 
scene, specific stens the•need for courage,` 	:show of courage; the result, and • 
a conclusion.; After ;he class had abstracted this •pattern, 'there wire- four 'eteps 
to writing an individual compOsition. First they read and discussed. a teacher-' 
written theme about courage.. Second, they suggested'possible theine•topice, ' 
selected one at random, and dictated it ws. the teacher used 412`overheitdProjettOr 
in writing it.' Third, the 'students wrote another theme of the same type in smell 
groups. Finallt;they wrote individual themes. Again, in thin more complex area 
of composition organization, the movement from specific model to'-independent • 
writing helped then achieve success. • 	 	 • 

The teacher who hail taken the time and effort to' develop a program for these 
students will find in the process 'of trial and error-those methods and materials 
which succeed and those- which do not.- He will find the 'classroom techniques,  be- 
coming more and more successful and the teaching situation less and' lees •frust " 
tracing. As he sees more accurately the problems of the students sand the,"methods 
most successful in overcoming those-  problems he will find hisnielf less interested 
in the 'grade and more. eager to. spend his time in satisfying 4he needs of hi'. 
students. 	 	 	



SOME APPROACHES TO COMPOSITION
by James F. McCampbell• 	

.  

What is necessary to get a student to write well. The	most,cbviius,answer;i4: 
that he must have ideas to write about. Very well•thent  how can we help him de-
velop ideas? Certainly we cannot equip him with ideas the way we might equi4p hbv. 
with gym shoes. Ideas are something very different; they are internal. What ,cenkl 
we do to get the cogs turning? What can wdo to stimulate that411.!defined 
process we call thinking? 	 . 

One technique that the Euclid Central curriculum uses to motivate thinking is 
stimulation through literature. For example, "Born of Man and Woman," a short 
story by Richard Matheson, is the introduction to the unit on The-.Outcasts  This 
story of a "thing" oozing green fluid and chained to the basement wall by its 
parents, provokes innumerable questions from the students. It begins the thinking 
process;.it starts students asking questions. But answers are the ends of ques-
tions, and the end of questions is the end of learning. The teacher's task is not, 
to complete the inquiry with answers, but rather to extend it-with 
questions. He must allow tentative statements of solution as well as maintain 
the openendedness that additional questions provide. Thus the unit process be., 
comes a kind of rhythmic flow of increasing intensity and depth as the students 
move from question to answer to question to answer....Another technique which 
proves successful in starting thought is the direct presentation of a problem--
for example, whatnis justice? The students follow the same rhythmic pattern, 
this time moving from a tentative answer to literature which proves the definition 
inadequate, and hence leads to additional questions and redefinition. These proc-
esses--making use of short stories, poetry, essays, and novels_to:.provide addition, -
al questions and to suggest tentative answers--seem successful. Wdeveloping the 
student's ideas. 

We know the importance of relating writing assignments to. the experience oi. 17 
the writer. Literary units are inherently more sound in this respect than the 
usual theme assignment that seeks to take advantage of the student'* personal,. 
experience. 

"Good morning, boys and girls! Well, here we are in our third day of school:' 
We know our seats, we've received our books, we've read the first story. Now be-
fore we begin our discussion of the story, I would like to get a sample of our 
writing ability. Everyone take out his notebook and write a theme for)ms-about 
one of these two, topics: "What I Did Last Summer' or "Looking Back At-My:ufe.!," 
I've given that assignment--or one very much like it--and I suspect you have,tooe -
Why? Because we really did want that writing sample; we wanted it to find out. - 
what problems our students had so we might begin helping them to improve. 'Ax(Vws. 
wanted to give them a topic that they could manage--something that.,wOuld be easy 
to write about. 

The inherent difference between such "personal experience" assignments and 
assignments growing from the literary unit is that the personal experience assign-
ment has no structure.. ,:.How long would you have to analyze yourself and your world 
to discover the patterns that have grown or been discarded in the last eight 
months? What could you say about that period? Have its threads formed strands to 
form a rope that you can grasp and call your life? Does it have a warp and woof, 
a design, an ond and a beginning? The personal experiences of our lives are so 
intimate a part of our totality that we can structure them only through thekob- 
jectivity,og-time. 	

But the problems of the literary unit, on the other hand, lend. themselves to 
structure Itlecause they are specifically goal-directed. As they give direction and 
purpose to inquiry, so do they give direction and purpose to writing. f;,The student 
knows what he is about. He knows what to say and why he is saYin8:it•The unit 
provider, the structure inherent in a problem solving approach to learning.h) 



This is not to say that the student's thinking process has followed the unit 
structure in sequential predictable-steps. On the contrary, it would seem that • 
the structure of the thinking-and leasing process is very different from the 
structure of a finished composition. Consider your own process of thought develop-
ment in reading; in-conversatiOn;.'or in writing. It vanderli, lumps,clothier ' back, 
illogical and inceMpIete. Yet * expect the•ccoposition to be logical  
directional. The thought procest is - like 'a vine--orgiutic;'.  growing 	many'direc-
tions, attaching-  to many objectii. the compOlitiOn is like 'an arrow or a circle--
directional -and 'closed.: The student knows this at least sUbcolisciouily. He givel 
evidence of his knowledge In the scrawled drawing that fills die last page of his 
theme Ina slightly rococo style--THB END: Yet his thaine.4111:not have. the fin-
ished structure that' the words imply unless the -student liiii*e•luipose and ,iliteCtIOn 
to tie his thoiights to. • The problem solving approach can Serve-this fetetion. /t 
gives direction and purpose; it demands the objectification' and precision, of !tate-
sent ;that are necessary to composition. 

Nor 'do I wish to-imply that 'writing about personal experienced is 'impractical .•. 
Such assignments are invaluable-to literary units .becauae :they illuminate the te--
lationship betWeen literary study and the student's life.-"Bet such an illumine- 
tion is -possible only if the assign:dent is carefully selected and structured for 
the student: In.'nearly-every unit our' curriculum creates an OppOrtunirY for ' 
dents to look at thetelives in terms of the unit concepts. But 'nOtite the dif-  
ference. Wherets the typical "personal experience" theme asks 'the atiedent to find 
a signifiCtat pattern- in the welter of his experiences,' Our White eke him 'a Con-
ceptual tool which he ean apply to better understand his experitice. .Wkeh tho 
students have,  gained' some insight into the unit problems,: a dieCtission lead* them 
to see their own' liveCin thews terms. "Haire you ever 'been treated unjustly? By 
whom?' When? * What: did he do that was .unfair? How .did 'it* turn CAA?" Very. quickly 
the class has provided the skeletal. structure for a personal experienCe'theme. 

But of course they aren't ready to write their themes yet. The teaCher must 
provide enough practice with this kind of assignMeht sO that 	students dan func-
tion with* coal .desice. Our units' provide this e3cperienceby the-ust . of groUp' tech' 
niques • and model COmpOtitiOne. As students suggest appropriate-answers to the 
questions, the teacher takes notes on the board, organizing the student coinienti 
into 	pattern'."-Then he directs additional questiona io•theClass *to .-
assiet -them isi fortulating the paragraph structure of the:thane. k Finally he leads 
the class in Writing the sentences. which fill out the skeletal 'form which 'the class 
has developed.-'With this Model in mind., 'the students are'divided into 'small 
groups ko . organize a second outline following the pattern they tilie'-develok4 
This small* group!,  situation offers 'ideational and organizational support from'Petri, 
greater- opportunity to verbalize greater independence, and practice in using the 
model. It frees the teacher from whole class responsibility and allows him to 
work more closely with those students who need the most guidance. The final step 
is the individual theme. Because they are familiar with the pattern and have' had 
the opportunity to verbtlize their ideas, they are far better prepared to write a 
good theme. 	

The unit apPloach to literature also provide* a soundtbasie fOr the research 
paper. Again, the'problem setting basis of the unit =keit the use otlibrolY 
skills purposefuli. -But.mbre important, the paper itself has value, 'NO longer an 
empty exercise in form, it beCOmes a valuable addition to class dismission Of the 
unit. concepts. 'However, then' basic diffiCulty with the research piper- is that we 
often fintoitselves: grading the Encyclopedia. ' Britannica (and that s particularly 
embarrassing if you happen to give it less than an A). Of course the' sttident • ' 
learns.  much' the,  process:.  He :.earns many' facts .and ideas' from' hit Intimate 
association. With the material... But because we* feel that the proceas of inductive • 
investigation will in' the long run be more valuable "ha' the learning in .a research 
paperi- and because we feel that Compositions are better when they are the eaxpli- 
cation of- concepts which 'have" been' carefully and fully developed ender the 
teacher's direction, our units are limited in their use of research. We are more 
interested in thoughts about books than thoughts from books. 



Literature also serves as *a model 'for teaching creative writing. Thi patterns 
of narrative; the derttgawesp% af,spac#1cillyri*aet!.10,0t  'Otrapt;atisation, and 
action; and the emergenci4.41txle apslls  claiactelistics of goal short stories 
which the students can abstract act use as patterns for their own writing. The 
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Semantics and the Junior High School Curriculum
by Betty Lou Miller

To begin a discussion of general semantiiaVas llareof the -junior high iichtiol 
curriculum, it is important to establish a funds:lend:1 knowledge of iota of the ' 
basic principles Common to all theories of meaning. Since entire becks have been 
written on this topic, it is obvious that the explaiatitxt here presented Will be 
necessarily brief. A short selected bibliography which auggesits further reading in 
the area is provided at the' end 'of this article.' 

One of the ottential distinctions established by semanticists is deceiving in 
its apparent simplicity: The . Word is not the 'thing.' • In ether words, ,the symbol., 
verbal or written representative,' is not the referent, actual Object Or idea.' Of 
course, no one confuses these .two levels.• Or do 'theft ' How many times hive people 
struggled for "suitable" words in conversation when the °bilious", or most direct 
term is readily horn to both the siesker and the littenert 'In the areas of poli-
tics, religion, sex,.medicine' and death, people hesitate to use certain, terws, as 
if pronouncing the prdi "dying" or "tu b erculotits SomehOw threetens' the occUrrence 
of the things which theta terms describe. Hav'oftendoet the phrase, ."I'd rather 
not talk about that," occur in 'everyday conversation: This tendency, to .confuse the 
name with the thing it describes is even more pronounced in primitive cultures r't.ara 
where certain words have strict taboos. Exempla of this:taboo on ifor,d9 era re-
corded by James Fraser in The Golden Bough:

Taboos are applied not only to acts and objects but, also to
words, and to none more than to names. Primitive man regards 
his name as a vital portion of himself, and guards it accord-
tasty. For this reason many savages at the .presea* day take, 
great.'paine to conceal their real 'name, let these sh o uld 
give to evil-minded persons a handle by which to injure their
owners. 

(p. 187, The New Golden Bough)
 

Further, when the mane of the deceeseehappenS tO 	tlutt of. 
some caskon'Object plants' or fire, 

of 

 such as an animal, Or Oz 
water, it is Saisetbsei censidered tenet:Sett 'to 'drop that Iiord 
in ordinary speech tend replaci'it by another:

192, The.  New Golden 13ough)'''' 

    law the name is 'field-  to be.  a 'Vital-14re Of the PeraOlt,.'it' if 	
   natural to guppies that the mightier the person the more Potent 
" must be his name. 'Hanes the name* of supernatural 'things; :such'

as gode and spirits, are commonly	belieVedo-bi Sudo:$.4'140E" 
marvelous virtues, and the mere utterance of them may' Work "".• 
wonders 'and dl.stimb the course okinaturit.'  

 
		193, The NeGOlden BOtIFity

Whether on the'euperititious 1641 of the Pilittiiii;
level of modern' day "social etiquette," the confusion Of the 'Word with the thing'''' 
is a reality .which semanticists recognize and enal*: 

A second point in thiCseienticises theory is the distinction between the 
verbal and the non-verbal world. The non-verbal world consists of that which is 
perceived by the five senses (the macroscopic ‘World);:thaeSitich'iii perceived by 
the use of instruments constructed to extend man's Sense perception., such as the, 
microscope and the 'ilectrOdardlogram (the micioscoptc world); ' and that which can-
not be perceived directly but . which is inferred by'indirectiott, auch as the atom 
or the process of evaporation (the sub-microscopic World)..* Beyond the ainerliol 
world lies the verbal world, the world of language. This consists of all the oral 
and written symbols used by man to cosmimicate sensations from the non-verbal 
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world, and inferences made from such sensations. It is the world   of words and 
signs. 

Through a system of arrangement by levels, generally shown as a Vertical 
graph, semanticists illustrate the hierarchical order between and within the ver-
bal and non-verbal worlds. Each step on the ladder is less detailed about the 
actual referent than the one below it. This is beet illustrated by comparing three
of the levels: the microscopic, macroscopic, and the label. Man's observations 
of a piece of wood without the aid of measuring or magnifying devices enable him 
to make certain judgments about the size, weight, texture, and color of the wood. 
Here he is operating on a macroscopic level. But his macroscopic observations are 
far more simple and incomplete than the knowledge of the wood which he attains on 
the microscopic level through his use of the ruler, the scale, and the microscope. 
Even at this he has not exhausted the details contained in a single piece of wood. 
Further, the moment he labels the wood as wood, he has taken a great leap up the 
ladder of abstraction. In fact, the step from the non-verbal level to the verbal 
level is the greatest leap in the process of abstraction. 

Abstraction itself can most simply be defined as a movement, accompanied by a 
neesesary omission of details, from the concrete, non=verbal world to the increas-
ingly abstract verbal world. Wendell Johnson, in his book People  inQuandaries, 
expresses the levels of abstraction in this manner: 

The higher levels, here named inferences, are descriptions of "the unobservable as-
pects of reality," as Wendell Johnson states in People in Quandaries. Inferences 
are man's evaluation, interpretation, and organization of the zeal world, and 
separate him from the lower animals, which operate primarily oia macroscopic 
level. The "Etc." represents the openendedness of the procesi,C1Habstraction„' ex-
pressing p semanticist's belief in man's ability to continue this process infinite-
ly. 

In addition to expressing the relationship of wordi to reality, the semanti-
cist is concerned with the connection between the word and the speaker. He sees 
ianguage as inextricably linked with the man who uses it. Language is subjective, 
no matter how precise, because it is the product of an individual who perceives 
the world through his unique nervous system, and then projects this perception 
back into the very reality to which he is reacting. Two simple examples will 
serve to illustrate this phenomena. Ack several people to identify a color, say 
blue-green, or a temperature, say lukewarm. They will differ. Similarly, con-
sider the simple statement, "Clyde is a liar." It reveals not simply the qualities 
of Clyde, as the grammatical structure implies, but also something of the speaker-- 



his evaluation of the situation. It is an inference based on the speaker's per-
ception of Clyde's actions.. The degree of subjectivity is reduced by-iubstituting 
the statement "Clyde lied to as yesterday," and further reduced by the statement, 
"Clyde said h: vas going to the movies, but he went to the theater." 'In each case, 
as the statement becomes more explicit and the'speaker's opinion becoMes less pre-
dominant, the degree of abstraction is lessened and the statement is placed lover 
on the ladder, closer to the label or descriptive level. Yet even in the last 
example the speaker is involved in the statement. Pts perception of Clyde's in-
tent and his identification of Clyde's destination both combine to form his verbal 
expression. 

Language not only reflects the speaker, but also affects the listener or 
reader. This affective nature of language is also within the province of general 
semantics. Why do people react to words in predictable vast How Can language, 
carefully controlled, product desired action on the part cf the'llstener or 
reader? These are the types of questions the semanticist asks.. The semanticist 
studies these 'word connotations--the feelings and emotions which people associate 
with words. The techniques of propaganda make use of this connotative analysis 
and apply the psychological mechanisms of language, to produce a desired reaction 
or attitude. 

The introduction of connotation and propaganda-lito- thid:discussion brings it 
to the level of semantics in the classroom. Semantics as a part of the junior high 
school curriculum is a means of stimulating interest in language as an aid, and 
sometimes a detrimtato  to clear thinking, writing, and reading. It gives students 
greater control over both oral and written language. Knowledge of fundamental 
semantics, naturally simplified and abbreviated for the young mind, creates a sen-
sitivity to and an awareness of words and their multiordinal, meanings. 

The semantics program structured for three grade levels at Euclid Central 
Junior High School is a consecutive program constructed so that each subsequent 
year builds on and expands the area of study from the previous years. Even with 
this inter-relatedness it is possible to use one or two of the units alone by 
adding extra material to illustrate the contingent concepts which the student must 
know to understand the work. The units taught include an introduction to semantic 
prLnciples, a study of euphemism, an analysis of propaganda techniques, and an 
introduction to logic and argumentatioe. An Introduction to basic semantic prin-
ciples early in the study prepares the student for analysis of euphemisms, and for 
the application of general semantics in advertising propaganda, logic, and argu-
mentation. The entice semantics program, in turn, provides him with a tool for 
analyzing literary techniques and the effectiveness and clarity of his own writing. 
A knowledge of the structure and function of general and specific statements helps 
the student to write better paragraphs and full length compositions. Understanding 
the connotative power of words is a valuable aid to the interpretation of poetry, 
a type of literature which relies heavily on connotation to convey meaning. Rec-
ognition of propaganda techniques provides a basis for evaluating an author's 
purpose in fiction and essay. These examples provide Some insight into the way 
semantics is useful throughout the curriculum, in addition 'to being ayaluable 
study for its own sake. 	

In the introduction ' to general semantics in the seventh grade; the students
identify the following: symbol and referent and the relationship between the two, 
the process of abstracting andithe relationship of 'ea levels of abstraction to 
each other, the difference between the connotative and denotative meaning of words 
and the distinction betweeh'statementi of report, false-report,,and judgment. 
This work is culminated by the analysis of each of thesiitemi,ii used in modern" 
advertising. 	

The relatioithittlietween syMbot and referent;  is described as	an; arbitrary 
assignment, discovered by the students through their answers' ti such questions as, 
"Why do we call a pig, pig?:'Why do we call the sun, sun? Why *Wei* call the 
sun, pig?" These questiona lead into a discussion'Of language - es sCeystem Of ' 
symbols assigned to objects and concepts,'and Used, corniest. with other human
beings. Language is seen as -a /means to oaeamicate without 	 thelimitations'of'.. 



spatial or temporal proximity to the objects or concepts being diocusesd.',Of 
course, the students', statements about this phenomena are much more simply worded, 
but in essence they are the same. rl: 	t 	 r:n..„ 

The levels of abstraction serve to illustrate to the student the meny symbols 
possible for the same referent, and the process of abstraction which the human mind 
goes through when it groups and classifies non-verbal referents. The ladder which 
the students construct in class is a simplification oUthasemanticiseuladder 
presented earliercand avoids the use of difficult vocabulary. Although:the stua:J , 
dents deal with thkcencept rather than the terminology, they build ladders begin-  
ning with the macroscopic. non-verbal level and ending with a general, highly alsim‘y 
street level. This abstract level if developed further would produce the informal"
suggested by Johnson's diagram. A student ladder looks something like thisvw 

    man-made object 	
	 household goods 

furniture 
chair, 	

wooden chair

. . 	.. 	 	. 	

Or if the, ladder builds in a 	different direction: 
	

    school equipment
	 classroommaterialaw, 

classroom furniture  
chair 
wooden chair 

In either case the students begin with an object which they perceiVe on a non-verbal 
level, in this case a desk chair, and label it as specifically as they choose. From 
here they proceed to suggest other terms for the same object and arrange these names 
in a hierarchical ladder building from specific to general.:., Through construction.' 
of this diagram and the discussions which ensue, the students are brought to realize,'• 
that each step up the ladder involves an omission of deAils, and a growth in'the 
number of referents classified under the tern stated. Proceeding in a slightly 
different direction the discussion of connotation and denotation leads into the 
study of report and judgment. 

When the students approach the study of euphemism .hey begin by reviewing the 
previous work on general semantics. Connotation and denotation form a basis for 
 the identification and description of euphemism. The use of euphemism is studied 
as a human tendency to substitute "better sounding" or "polite" terms sanctioned by 
society for the description of objects or concepts which cause anxiety. Expressions 
 for dying such as "passed away," "went to the happy hunting ground," "Gone to a 
happier life," "Kicked the bucket," and "expired," serve as the introductory exam-
ples of euphemism. Further examples of euphemistic and non-euphemistic language, 
and possible reasons for the growth of such language, are drawn from the class 
during this study. 

Moving to the application of semantic principles in propaganda, the students 
concentrate further on the affective nature of language by focusing on the conscious 
manipulation of people through propaganda techniques. The students identify through 
example and discussion the techniques generally labeled ae glittering generality, 
name-calling, transfer, testimonial, plain folks, bandwagon, and card-stacking. Ex-
cerpts from essays, samples of speeches, and films provide materials for the study
of propaganda. In addition, the students are called upon to create their own writ-
ten and oral materials which make use of propaganda techniques and reveal their 
understanding of how and when these techniques may be effective. 

Culminating the study of semantics at Euclid Central is a unit on logic and 
argumentation. This unit synthesizes the work of past semesters and widens the 
scope of language control possible by the students. The study of logic begins with 
a more precise and Sophisticated definition of generalization. Through the 



introduction of the basics of inductive and deductive logic the students see the mechanism
by which generalizations are formed and,  validated, They also study

assumptions am untested generalizations and subject them to proof. If the process 
the students are called upon to test their.  own generalizations, subject their own 
assumptions to proof, and challenge the assumptions .and generalisations of others.

This activity naturally leads into the analysii of argumentative: essays. Not only 
are the essays analyzed to reveal their formal structure, but also they are scru-
tinized for their use of. propaganda techniques, connotation, judgient andveport 
and, .0...couree, generalization. The logic of each argUment is discuseed; and 
cal errors are criticized. To prepare the, students for the critiCise:Of logical "I 
errors; class time is spent in recognizing and describing traditionally defined 
logical errors. The emphasir is'not placed on.the standard names for Mich errors,
but rather on recognition of their nature. Finally, the students ere asked to 
write their own argumentative essays as a means:of evaluating their ability to use 
language with a consciousness of its relatiOntivreslity, its factual and inferen-
tial nature, and its power to persuade. 

Thus is the junior high school student introduced into the realm of words as 
complex symbols which at times trap man in a mese of verbal confusion and then 
again, release him from the physical limitations of time and space; which enalb!,e,,  
him to order his environment, but at the same time hinder hieedjustment tOLACJ 
reality which changes faster than the language which describes it. The student has 
seen language in such a way that he will- never completely relapse into a totally 
unconscious use of words, with disregard for.theirmultiple meanings, suggestions, 
and powers. 	
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THE LANGUAGE PROGRAM 

To speak of a language program as part of an Englith curriculum is misleading. 
In one sense it is the center, if not the whole, of an English curriculum. The es-
sential task of the English teacher is to help a student understand and use his 
language efficiently, whether it be literary or colloquial. The study of litera-
ture is similar to the study of syntax in that both are involved with the structure 
of language. To be concerted with semantics, symbolism, and satire is to be con-
cerned with the ways in which language conveys meaning. The teacher of English.
must help the student understand the syntactic and semantic functions of words as 
they appear in increasingly complex structures, but he must also help the student 
learn to create his own increasingly complex, purposeful structures. From this. 
point of view, the language program is the English curriculum as a whole. Bearing 
this in mind, we can turn to specific problems of those areas which have been deals.. 
nated "language" areas of the curriculum: Morphology,, syntax, and language change 
(synchronic and diachronic). 

Professor Harold B. Allen of the University of Minnesota has conveniently clas-
sified grammars into types A-D. Allen's grammar A is the eighteenth century Lat-
inate grammar 4th which we are all too familiar. Grammar B consists of the gram-
matical analysed of the grammarians such as Jespersen, Sweet, Curme, Poutsma, and
Kruisings. Grammar C is that development of descriptive linguistics called struc-
tural linguistics, awl Grammar D is the transformational grammar of Noam Chomsky. 

But there are still others. Charles Hackett of Cornell University calls his 
work constructional grammar; Sydney Lamb of Berkeley is working with stratifica-

dependency bLaninar. tional grammar; David Hays of the Rand Corporation is developing 
Rather frightening, isn't it? 

This state of ferment in linguistic study faces us squarely with the problem 
of modern education which Dr. Squire so succinctly illuminated in his talk at the 
Demonstration Center conference on "A Curriculum for Average Students." 

Buffeted by the changes wrought by technology and by 
the increasing complexity of our times, our educational 
system now faces what Margaret Mead has called a need 
for teaching students "how to formulate unknown solutions 
for unknown prOblems." Our culture is changing so rapid-
ly that it is not remotely possible to educate individuals, 
with all of the specific skills and specific techniques 
which they will need to cope with tomorrow's problems--
If in effect then we are now educating in our classrooms 
the leaders of 2C or 25 years hence--the scientists, and 
statesmen and the artists of. the year.2000--how must they  
best be prepared?  

As teachers we clutch as our strive of knowledge because we fear the ocean of 
inadequacies which threatens to drown us. We do not understand how our language 
works; Noam Chomsky, C. C. Fries, and W. Nelson Francis do not understand how our 
language works (and would probably be the first to admit the fact). How are our 
students going to understand how our language works? 

Perhaps attitudes are the most important results we can expect from intro-
ducing students to language study. The attitude that language is the humanistic 
study--the major force that gives man the powers that he has. The attitude that 
language both characterizes the individual using it and gives him the power to 
change his role. The attitude that language study is fascinating. The attitude 
that languagecan be judged only by its appropriateness to the situatioOn which 
it is used. If we can approach language study honestly and inviringly perhaps , 
our students will learn to follow suit.  

The purpose of the language study units of the Euclid Central JuniorHigh 
School curriculum is to introduce students to the study Of.language.through induc-. 
tive teaching techniques which demand that the student investigate the actualities 
of language usage rather than drilling on rules which are inaccurate and 



ineffectual. These units include units on Morphology (seventh grade), Dialects 
(eighth grade), Syntax (eighth grade), and Change in Language (ninth grads). 
HOMOLOGY 

The unit on morphology offers,  the student an opportunity to:.eaaaine the way 
his language works-in tains of the vards'which make itisp. The student immaidis, 
at first, carefully selected samples of the language- and formulates hypathesei, 
about the words and the way they function in context. The first language sample, 
for instance, might utilize'only. plural nouns in subject positions, comparative 
adjectives between determiners and nouns, and regular verbs in the past tense, e.g., 
"The larger elephants jumped. The smaller elephantivalked." Thus the student can 
classify words on the basis of the characteristics revealed in the first language ' 
sample. He then sets up hypotheses about these three elasseirofvords, e.g.4'the 
words ending in &precede the words ending in sd and follow the words- ending Ian. 
Such hypotheses are obviously inadequate, but this inedequaty is for'the strident 
to determine as he examines additional samples of the language. Each sample of 
course must introduce some new characteristics of the language Which fortes the 
student to revise his hypothetes to include these characteristics. 

This process continues until the student has a set of adequate hypotheses (not • 
rules) describing his language and until the student can use these hypotheses in .  
the analyses of - various language structures. It is important that the hypothelete 
remain at the level of hypotheses. They should not be allowetltobetome 
Once they have attained the status of axioms, investigation of the languageiteases.• 
In a culture Changing as fastas ours, people must be willing to obserVor  bypath.- 
size, and revise continually in the area of language as well as in other areas. 
Perhaps the chief value of this unit lies in teaching this process of examination, 
hypothesis, testing,' and revision. It is such a process that allows one to main-
tain' a valid view of a changing world. In additiOn the *bedsit will learn objec-
tive criteria for classification of the words in his lenge:age and will begin to 
seebow-these'clesses of words function With One another.- 
DIALECTS . 

The study of dialects-seens to be 'MI:appropriate tool for the honest analysis 
of linguistic reality, and Andy Griffith's "What it wasv it'vas football..." is an 
excellent introduction to dialects. One mill find that students have a great store 
of intuitive knowledge about language differences. With very.little direCtion from 
the teacher they will be able to distinguish the three major aspects of language 
variation-vocabulary, pronunciation,and syntax. Throughout these introductory 
investigations there Wilts opportunity to deal With student attitudes about 
language. At some point :Words such as "accent," "incorrect," "hillbilly„” and 
"wrong" will arise'in student attemptee'to explain Griffith's- language patterns. 
They can be led to substitute the word "different" and a careful explanation of 
the difference fortbese pejorative judgments. The degree of sophistication to 
which these investigations are carried depends primarily upon the,response of the 
class. Should the entire group find a particular field of investigation stimu-
latingand exciting, they should continue their. inveetigition.' A small group of 
students can -be alloWd  to pursue any particular problem in which they are inter, 
ested. With any group, hanever, the introductory study of dialects Will deal With' 
the concepts'of phonetic analysis, dialedt geography, social dialects, and'd$alect 
in literature. 

Progattemptiit'phoniatit transcription, the students shonid recognize that 
the:Written language does not directly represent the sounds'of spoken English.  In-
torested . sttidentermight ilehto attempt the developMent of an alphabet in 'which ' 
each letter would represent one and only one-Sound. H. L. Smith's movie on dialect 
will furnieh the•stndents- with devices to use in analyzing a person's language geo. 
graphically. 'llith'thielb.rief.backgrounds - they can prepare a questionnaire to use 
in isolating the geographic Origin Of some of the . more-gnique speakers in the 
school or from the surrounding community. The presentation of atop from Earathtii.  
fiyard Catiirenhv  of the Eastern United States and -ateeting,oftheir own speech 
patterns in relation to tame•of the major distinetions between dialect areas anuld' 
conclude this introduction by dialect geography. Again, interititeritudents could 



pursue the topic further, by studying isoglosses or analysing more speakers. The 
Introduction of jargon, slang, and levels of usage should:maks students aware that 
they react to language usage just-as they react to the clothes and manners that 
people exhibit. - The unit also deals with the use of dialects in literature. In 
fact the unit might just as easily have started from this point, since it is a 
field of great fascination for the students. The classic example is G. B. Shaw's 
"Pygmalion," which shows the use of languagelnstruction-to change the social stand-
ing of an individual. The bibliography from Dialects: USA by	Jean Malmstrom and  
Annabel Ashley, available from the NCTE for $1.00, is an excellent source for basic
concepts and student activities. Any of the worksAn the bibliography may be used 
for analysis or oral presentation to extend the Students' .uaderstaading of and 
feeling for dialect differences in language. 

Finally, the unit attemptslosynthesiae the learning that his taken place 
through a final composition vhich:should present not only distinctions made and conf 
elusions drawn, but also problems which the writer feels have not yet been adequate-
ly investigated. The teacher may judge the success of the unit, by the final com-
positions of the students. These compositions should reflect student knowledge and 
student attitudes. They should represent a knowledge oUthe vide varieties ofcprof 
nunciation, vocabulary, and syntax that are used by:educated speakers of English, 
and a willingness to accept these differences for what they are—not:right or wrong. 
just different. 
CHANGE IN LANGUAGE  	 	

A unit on language change is a valuable. addition to an.English,curriculuall,  
students are to be made aware of the basic findings of.linguists. anctif they_are.  to 
develop a realistic attitude about language. A unit of this kind must contain the: 
ideas that any given language is constantly changing, that there are a great vari-
ety of languages, and that all languages have a. structure that can be analysed and 
described. Although there may be other principles about language that may be use-
ful, it seems vise to restrict the study of language in junior high school to basic 
ideas about language rather than becoming involved in a too technical and compli-
cated approach. 

Most students entering junior high 'school have bean exposed to some principles 
of language, but the exposure has often been limited to the study of traditional 
school grammar. They have not learned that their language is a Chaagine-almost 
living—entity. They have been taught the dos and don'ts of traditional grammar 
and have as a result the attitude that theistudy of language is prescriptive. They 
usually are lost in the maze of, terms and the intricacies of grammar. They have 
not found that the study of their language can be enjoyable and they cannot see how 
they are in any way involved. 

The purpose of the unit on language	change at:Euclid Central Junior High. 
School are to involve the students,, to provide them with a realistic attitude to-  
ward language, and, perhaps, to demonstrate to them that the study of language is
both fascinating and enjoyable.1)2o!accomplishthese purposes the unit is struc-
tured to insure as much student participatiom.as..possible. 

Students begin their study with changes in the words of our language that have 
been introduced into the language through intentional innovations, the influence of 
historical events word borrowing, and semantic change. They study the use of 
words like "Sputnik" and "Beatlemania" and try to,determine when the words were in- 
troduced, whether the words are used as a base for new words, and whether or not 
the use of the words has been discontinued and vhyt..,Later they study the introduc-
tion of words in given periods of history. The students also study different kinds 
of lapses that occur in theiOanguage and:the changing effectjapeeslieve on the 
language., 1. 	 . 	

Next:  the students begin a brief study of some pf,thecharacteristics-ofindo- 
European languages and English in particular. They briefly discuss,the Great Vowel 
Shift and Grimm's Law. They then compare a given sentence in many languages to 
determine similarities and differences. &'..-r• t:3 

The students are introduced to historical change in the English language by 
recordings of selections from the Bible in Old English, Middle English, and Early 



Modern English. ' They- t4est-Are asked a-aeries fcie: questions (*Gael thil _differences 
between the language -of:.the!.three recordings to. lead thsiito •temignisswspelling,_:
morphologicalsr and • syntactic •:.cbanges that have occurred. At first, :whew:thq.. are 
told that each ..recording is.!ftl:example of.,3nglishlfromccdiffesent .historical 
period, they .may • empress -disbelief, :butAaestions will, lead the* td tscogniseali 
similarities as well all differences, ginally,  they arec given 'alist:•of  generalcor,
specific topics on 'language.firiras:thelliat.they choose alsubject to research and 
conclude their activities €trwriting-a€ paper shout .this aubjact.   Papers of inter-
set are .dittoed•••and:distribute&to,the 

When the unit. Is linished the-Students will' have. been /exposed to a broad:;
realistic view. of language. They ..villihaVe- begun:O. understand how theirllanguage. 
functions and wf.11 have begun to develop eattitudisrtoward.latigu ege•that' art "ca' 
sistent:.4th  the discoveries.,of Aingdists4;::.They;•vilt 'also:lava 'begun :to riallie 
that they plvtacirery'lmObrtent part Inleteraiiningmbat their languale1.1.- 
sniTatilL 

If lie lite r7t0' tachrsyntftliornitseww 'sake,' -because It1,1 ofsiValisiriat 
: then our it itportant jective •IsrtO:•teachrithe understanding • of 

how voids ifttk "together. --ltuth StricItlfteg• study ne Language   of Elementary School
Children  proves that when children enter school they know and use all the major
syntactic pettericof OralkEnglish• Why not call upon this ability to use the lan-
guagr to help the student objectify ideas about how the language works? Let the
student be his own linguist. Let him collect samples of language Cif make his own
generaliaationwabOaCtenguage. LSt hisresit• urhypotheses7 about how tie language 
works, • and askAiwtoltest and revise the bypotheies.- Perhaps; such 'ftlftploratory
aPPT•ackiis ''thdr•moet•:isaluable', aspect of languagetstudt: -•:;Theiburdeet"of-4roof will' .; 
be Cu. the.Lstudentzant not npft the' teethes: •• He 'can bik highlribotivitted'itoldtaw/
"acluilmlir and' Sr tiP  rtilft4*: AnC perhaps Mlfree to explore.; and tta
periment with hit 'languagio&-tos• Use: it is effectively ;and lefficiedtly ; he. eft 
because he' relliaft that the  motif of'.l.t, and • net' it' of hime  Such' an 
ductive study; can-. begin and' proceed. throisec.three steps: •-• 11-scramble& benteacesv
2) student sentences, and 3) omitted words. 

1) • Scrambledt sentences *snob as' the- follimilfig: are • Presented) to' :students  to 
demonstrate that' while tords hsE *èt4nga  individually, they  ingss• ailifitarKitt patte.-) 
cuter' orders, it they atitiL• to' have' isearlig collectively. 

a. ,• the frog:thief then 'jumped high
b.. ' all the helped: fithereboye rday 'the 
C Vintek.tori ttretipeti the tobizr.!

2) In the 'beat 1tep -bUtbereektiienee theCtetchet 'aka' tlieritedat'slb ;edintiosiWr 
the shortest statements they can. As the students write, thelieaChet tad walk 
around the'. yearend 'select re iaiteaces which will best suit' the 'OurpOtis of the 
lesson, 'He' eft then ask ittudente who hive written sentences tonfOrising 
patterns:. tO write  thedoithebostdLt thit ISoint the 'teaCher oat feet , free to 
use the Word sentence even .thOtigh-the 'stiidefite-r-def not ;Cleat idea of :Omit 'it 
means and may write phrafte lattoapcitiselolia"-'8intenCel Sidvaifthe:follOtilaig • ' 
serve well `•foethi.ezereiset"-°

The boy runs.	 	

•Re'-threli 60 ball'. 
The gilt 	e.-heoh: 	

The students now haft senteliceirofcihreCbasie Pattern* tab •iyhtehThe 	 7they"can''',6244,  
The next =step' iC•rei) omit 
into the blank	s ing *is it it'tiiii.and'1011.4V1iiiti of Word. which wilt 'fie' 

titeee. 	 	

3) Omitting words and supplying	 other words to fill the blanks should indi-
cats that - only certain kinds of words can fill particular blank spaces (slots).
StUdents can eekke-liatedVNiiirdii whidh-irill-  fits into the'blank" cin, 	,  *Mt.:mut:inch 
te the; feneeteet 	 	

	 	

1. The    stands still.   2. The man    quietly.		 . 	

	
3. The man stands on the corner.	



After-collecting lists of words which fit the blanks in the various patterns, the 
students can determine whether or not any of the words will fit in the blanks of 
the other patterns. Undoubtedly some of them will. At this point the students 
can begin to make generalizations about the words which fit into the various 
blanks and what happens to them when they change from one position to another. 

Syntax may also be taught in the hope of improving students' writing. How 
best to do this is the problem. Experience has shown that the use of models and 
patterns is very effective in that the student can learn to write specific struc-
tures immediately. What effect such practice will have on the syntax of the stu-
dents' writing beyond the immediate situation remains to be determined. Neverthe-
less the practices of discovering what structures a student does and does not use, 
instructing him in the use of structures with which he needs help through the use 
of models and patterns, and making him aware of the changes and additions to 
meaning which the use of such structures can bring about hold great promise. 

As a part of the unit on syntax such instruction begins by asking the students 
to examine model sentences in which certain patterns are apparent and by asking 
students to add details to the basic sentence patterns they have already studied, 
expanding one part of the pattern at a time through the use of various devices. 

The students should examine the ways in which they can expand the various 
parts of a sentence by the use of modifiers such as adjectives, adjective clauses, 
adverb clauses, prepositional phrases, and participial phrases. They should 
examine the possibilities of using verbal phrases and noun clauses in subject and 
object positions. They should objectify and imitate such patterns as the parallel 
structure and the appositive. This practical phase of a unit on syntax should not 
lead to the mechanical reporduction of various syntactic structures. Rather, it 
should make the student aware of the many syntactic possibilities of the written 
language, should give him practice and discretion in the use of these various 
structures. If the study of syntax can accomplish these goals or aid significantly 
in their accomplishment, then it is not simply a humanistic study but one of vital 
s4p4firtAnee to the development of the student as a writer. 
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